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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document reports the results of a six-month Phase I small business innovative

research program through the strategic defense initiative. The main objective of this program was

to establish the feasibility of using theoretical methods for obtaining kinetic data important in

nitrocubane decomposition. The potential utility of theoretical methods for the aid in the design of

new propellants is unquestionable; what remains in question is whether the methods are of

sufficient accuracy and capable of treating large enough molecules to be of use. The present report

outlines the first successful steps taken in answering these questions.

The research preformed on this program entailed a collaborative effort of electronic

structure and dynamics calculations. The electronic structure calculations provide information

about the potential energy surface which is then used in dynamics calculations of the rate constants.

* 0The sensitivity of the computed rate constants to the level of theory was studied for a relatively

small reaction (involving five atoms) for which high levels of theory could be afforded.

Comparison was also made between the computed and experimental rates as further validation of

the methods. These studies indicate that accurate rate constants (to within about 50%) can be

obtained for a modest computational effort - several hours of Cray Is computer time were required
" to obtain rates for temperatures from 200 to 2400 K.

In order to treat reactions involving very large molecules (such as the initial unimolecula-r

decomposition step in nitrocubane combustion) approximate methods for estimating kinetic

parameters are needed. As a first step in this direction we have carried out a systematic study of

* hydrogen attack on a series of nitro containing molecules to examine the effects of substituents on

the computed reaction rates. In addition, a new thermochemical kinetic analysis has been presented

. '4,r hich includes important dynamical effects that are crucial for reliable predictions of thermal rates.

This new analvsis; will be the basis for methods of estimating kinetic paramneters for large

plyatomic systems from N-nd and group additivity relationships, but using information abolut

potcntial cncrv surfaces for smaller analogous reactions.
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I. Introduction

Propulsion requirements for the strategic defense initiative require the development of new

fuels that are lightweight vet highly energetic. Fuels based upon combining beryllium with an

oxidizer show promise of meeting this criteria of a high specific impulse. The ideal oxidizing agent

is one which is highly energetic yet stable and, therefore, detonates in a well characterized,

predictable manner. An example of a highly energetic yet stable molecule is the cage compound

cubane
1

H H

,... -- C

I~~~ ",.*

H,-C
H- NC=j-

Sr. H IH

with much of its energy arising from the ring strain imposed by the cubic geometry of the carbon

skeleton. There is currently a large effort within SDI to develop high-density oxidizers by

substituting cubanes with nitro (NO,) or nitro-containing groups. The explosive nature of

nitrocubanes derives from the ring strain and the energy-rich oxidizing nitro substituents.

NitrX:ubanes containing many nitro groups are more energetic and more effective oxidizers, but

also tend to to be more unstable. Some stability can be regained by placing the nitro groups onto

- substituents that move them further away from the cube. Examples of recent compounds along

this line are the ammonium nitronate salts, e.g.,

5j rNH C(NO,) 3

The synthesis and characterization of nitrocubanes such as these is currently of great interest and is

being, pursued in several laboratories.

*. One of the factors controlling the stability of nitrocubanes is the rate of the unimolecular

decomposition of the parent molecule in the condensed phase. This is controlled largely by the

h"")f- tren Lih of the cakest bond in the molecule. To fully realize the power stored in these

. rtlec'ulels they nust he converted into more thernodynamically stable molecules such as 1120,

LN",.%
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*.. - CO-, and N-,. This conversion is controlled by chemistry occurring in the gas phase. Gas-phase

chemical reactions play an important role in the sensitivity as well as the energetics of the

propellants. The exothermicity of the gas-phase reactions determine their energy output and the

kinetics of the gas-phase reactions control the bum rate, and together they determine the power of

the propellant. 2 Also, radicals which are products of the gas-phase reactions can attack the parent

molecules and affect the sensitivity of the nitrocubane. The effect of substituent groups on the

sensitivity of nitrocubanes is twofold. Firstly, the substituent can affect the sensitivity by changing

the strength of the weakest bond in the parent molecule, and secondly, the substituent can control

the sensitivity by altering the mix of H/C/N/O which affects the gas-phase kinetics. An

understanding of the kinetically important reaction pathways which are operative in the complex

decomposition mechanism is crucial to developing energetic yet stable oxidizers.

* •Theoretical methods can make a contribution to the understanding of the decomposition of

propellants. To date, great strides have been made in computer modeling of the ignition and flames

of propellants such as RDX. 3 Studies of ignition solve the nonlinear coupled differential equations

for temperature and species mass fraction as a function of time. Comparison with experimental

observations of gross features of the ignition (such as ignition time or observed formation rates of

- specific molecules) tests the underlying reaction mechanism and kinetic data used as input into the

computer model. The level of detailed species concentration as a function of time that is afforded

by these simulations is currently not available in experimental studies. This detail enables

identification of important reaction pathways - the important elementary reaction steps - and

[ •sensitivity analysis identifies crucial kinetic data that must be determined accurately.

Great strides have also been made in the theoretical methods for describing the kinetics of

-.lementary reactions. We are currently on the threshold of attaining the necessary capabilities to

•. enable routine calculations of gas-phase chemical reaction rates. With this capability in hand. it

-ilI he easv to test the influence of substituents on the bond strengths and, thereby, unimolecular

dccomxsition rates, and also to test their influence on the subsequent gas-phase kinetics.

[ •iheoretical calculations provide an important complementary tool to experimental gas kinetic

-5,)
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studies. Elementary reaction steps can be studied theoretically for reactant species that are very

,hort lived and hard to prepare experimentally. Furthermore, the theoretical calculations can be

used to extend experimental data to physical conditions which are not attainable in the laboratory.

In collaboration with computer modeling efforts, these theoretical studies can provide physical

insight into the reaction pathways and detailed dynamics of the chemical reactions. For systems

, hi:h are not too large the theoretical methods are capable of quantitative predictions of the gas-

phaie reaction rates and for very large systems these methods will give qualitative rate data which

kxiI allow the assessment of the most important reaction pathways. These studies are crucial to the

detailed understanding of substituent effects upon the energetics and sensitivity of the oxidizers.

One objective of the Phase I research has been to extend and validate the theoretical

methods used for computine rate constants for elementary gas-phase reactions and to demonstrate

* the feasihility of a theoretical approach for describing the dynamics of these gas-phase reactions.

The theoretical calculation of the chemical reaction rate is a two step process: first, the interaction

-ncrgies between the atoms are obtained from an electronic structure (quantum chemistry)

calcultion, tollowAed by a dvynamical calculation of the rate. Although the electronic structure

calculation,, do provide vital insight into the energetically accessible reaction pathways, they

vpo, ide on]l\, structural infomnation \, ich is often not enough: dynamical constraints can make

cncrceticallv accessible reaction pathv ays so slow that they' become unimportant in the kinetic

. ncchinisni. A collaborative effort v, hich successfully interfaces the quantum chemistry and

% dynamics calculations is needed to accurately determine the dynamics of elementary gas-phase

* reactiun,

The d' ,naic, cal. .dations arc based Upon variational transition state theory with quantum

, .mechanical tunneling effects included by semiclassical adiabatic groind-state transmission

. coctficicnts).4 The use of variational transition state theory in these calculations is mandated for

.5v secral reasons: I ) it includes the factors most important in controlling the rate of chemical

rectctiuns and is currently the most cost effective method for obtainingz reliable predictions of rates

* tur a variety of gas-phase reactions: (2) it is capable of utilizing limited information about the

O3
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potential along the minimum energy path without requiring a global potential energy surface; (3)

because of the nature of the semiempirical potential information utilized in this work, the dynamical

bottleneck for the reaction does not occur at the saddle point for the reaction and a variational

-* procedure to locate the dynamical bottleneck is needed; and (4) it provides a consistent method for

" incorporating quantum mechanical tunneling effects which are crucial for accurate predictions of

the rates, especially for reactions which actively involve hydrogen atoms at temperatures below

- 600 K.

Rigorous ab initio electronic structure calculations are currently incapable of predicting the

energetics of a polyatomic reaction accurately enough to allow even a qualitative estimate of the rate

constant. The most successful electronic structure methods incorporate some type of correction,

justified either on a theoretical or empirical basis. One such approach is the BAC-MP4 method5

*developed by Dr. Carl Melius at Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California (SNLL).

The present research was performed in collaboration with Dr. Melius and Dr. M. L. Koszykowski

°.- at SNLL. The BAC-MP4 method has been successfully applied to the calculation of the

thermochemistry of bound species and is currently the foremost method for prediction of

thermochemical data for transient species. In the present application the BAC-MP4 method is

extended to calculations of potential information in the interaction region of the potential rather than

at equilibrium1 geometries. A major goal of this work is the validation of this method for obtaining

the potential information needed for the dynamics calculations.

Another objective of this research was to treat chemical reactions of current interest and

importance in propellant chemistry. In this direction it was proposed to validate the theoretical

methods in a study of the simplest prototype of a radical attack on a nitro group
,.

k'
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1+ RNO -- RN O  (R1)
.I1

RN- R + HONO (R2)",'OH

- RNO + OH (R3)

- here R is replace by a hydrogen atom. Towards this end, we examined the prototypical reactions

11 + N11 3 -- 1 + NH, (R4)

I I- + NH 2 - H + NH 3  (R5)

anid

D + ND 3 -- D- + ND- (R6)

These reactions provide a wealth of experimental data for a critical test of the theoretical methods

and the reactions are small enough (have a small enough number of electrons) to afford relatively

large electronic structure calculations for the validation. Subsequently reactions (R1)-(R3) were

studied for R = H, CH 3, OH, NH 2, and CH3 NH but no validation of the theoretical methods was

attempted for these reactions.

The Phase I objectives have been surpassed in the six month research effort. The

feasibility of the theoretical methods have been established in critical comparisons of different

levels of theory, as well as comparisons to experiment for reactions (R4)-(R6). In addition,

comparisons between the BAC-MP4 method and multireference configuration self consistent field

(NICSCF) theory has been made for the unimolecular hydrogen migration reaction

HlONO -4 HNO 2  (R7)

The multivalent nature of the nitro groups makes them hard to treat accurately by quantum chemical

methods and reactions involving nitro groups generally require a multireference electronic

)A avefunction or a configuration interaction (CI) calculation for an adequate description of the

electronic structure. A real concern with the BAC-MP4 method has been that it is based upon a

sfingle reference ( IF) wavefunction and may give such a poor zeroth order description of the

electronic structure that the empirical bond additivity correction cannot make up for the errors. The

5
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comp-aisons of the BAC-MP4 and MCSCF calculations for reaction (R7) show excellent

aoreement in geometries, frequencies, and qualitative agreement in the energetics. This give

encouragement for the use of the BAC-MP4 method for treating nitro groups which are very

important in propellant chemistry,.

Another interest that has developed during the course of this research has been the

estimation of kinetic parameters for gas-phase reactions. The ability to provide reasonable

estimates of reaction rates for large polyatomic systems is vital in the accurate modeling of the

complex gas-phase reaction mechanisms. Benson6 has developed methods for estimating kinetic

data from bond or group additivity relationships based on conventional transition state theory.

These estimates are obtained from statistical mechanical evaluations of quasithermodynamic

parameters based upon the geometry and structure of the saddle point for the reaction. This

approach lacks important dynamical effects: (I) the fact that the dynamical bottleneck controlling

the reaction rate may be at a location different from the saddle point, and (2) that quantum

mechanical tunneling makes sizeable contributions to the thermal rates. These deficiencies have

been addressed by basing a thermochemical kinetic analysis on variational transition state theory

with semiclassical adiabatic ground-state transmission coefficients. The importance of these effects

has been demonstrated and the development of a new database which incorporates these effects has

been initiated in Phase I.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of the

theoretical methods used in this research. Section 3 presents the results and provides a discussion

of their significance. Section 4 summarizes our conclusions and outlines the future directions of

this research. Two appendices of papers which are ready for submission for publication are also

included. Appendix A is a detailed description of our calculations on reactions (R4)-(R6).

0. Appendix B is a presentation of the new thermochemical kinetic analysis. These papers include

more details of both the theory and results for the interested reader.

.



2. Theoretical Background

2.1 Vari ational transition state theory

Transition state theorv (TSTf) 7 provides one of the most practical approximation schemes

Stor calculating equilibrium rate constants for thermallv activated gas-phase reactions. The

popularity of TST over the last 50 years is largely due to its success - it incorporates the factors

most crucial in dceterminin, the rates - and its simplicity - the rates are obtained from equilibrium

>tatistical mechanical calculations and use only limited PES information. However, the utility of

conventional TST for predicting reaction rates is limited by the accuracy of the approximations

employed. The major deficiencies of TST are: the fundamental assumption that if the reaction gets

. to a critical configuration (the transition state), then it will always proceed to products; the need to

incorporate further approximations to include quantum mechanical tunneling effects; and the

approxlt.ite method by which anharmonic terms in the potential are treated. These approximations

can lead to quantitatively inaccurate rate constants and incorrect physical interpretations.

Variational transition state theory (VTST)4 provides a convenient framework for

consistently improving upon the limitations of conventional TST. The variational procedure is a

method to minimize the errors caused by the breakdown of the fundamental assumption of TST.

Conventionally the transition state is a dividing surface separating reactants and products and

located at the saddle point of the potential energy surface. Significant improvement over

conventional TST can be obtained by locating the dividing surface by a variational criterion. 8

I Consistent methods of included quantum mechanical effects and anharmonicity have been

dcveloped and extensively tested, and it has been found that the theow is capable of giving

quantitative accuracy in the calculation of thermal rate constants for atom-diaton reactions.9'15

More recently, application of VTST has been made to a four-atom system (OH + 112)16 and a

-eneral computer program is now, available for calculating thermal rate constants for reactions

invokin-- a laree number of atons. 17

,"7
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The emphasis of this research has been the effective use of PES information within the

frame ork of VTST. Therefore, the remainder of the technical discussion is a brief review of

some of the details of the theory and a description of the type of PES information that is needed for

the calculations. More details of the theory are provided in ref. 4.
Conventional transition state theory7 reduces the calculation of the rate constant to one of

jLuasiequi librium statistical mechanics: the equilibrium rate is approximated as the equilibrium flux

headed towards reactants through a dividing surface located at the saddle point. With this

approximation, the rate constant kt(T) for temperature T takes on the simple textbook form

k BT Q'(T)
k (T) h R expV /kBT

D T(T) (1)

I

where kB is Boltzmann's constant, h is Planck's constant, Qt(T) is the partition function for the

bound degrees of freedom at the saddle point, (DR(T) is the reactants partition function, and V' is

the value of the potential at the saddle point. Thus conventional transition state theory requires

information about the potential enerv surface only in the saddle point and reactant regions. If the

• ". partition functions are computed using a harmonic approximation then the matrix of second

derivatives (the lessian matrix ,uftices.

In variational transiti (n tate thocr the di\ idinue surface is viewed as a tentative dynamical

hottleneck to flux, and the best Nttleneck (the dividing surface allowing the least flow of flux) is

located by a variational proccdUre. The ,encralized expression for the thermal rate constant is

evn as function of the location s of the dynamical bottleneck along the reaction coordinate

k T kFT F
k B Q (T. S)

kR(T. s) - h RV MLT ( s ) k BT) (2)

I' hcre 0r(T,.5, is the generalized partition function for the bound degrees of freedom orthogonal

to thc reactim path at s, and V S p(s) is the value of the potential along the reaction path at s. One

V 8



version of variational transition state theory, the canonical variational theory (CVT),8 results from,.",

minimizing eq. (2) with respect to s

k CVT(T) = min k GT(T, s)

The improved canonical variational theory (ICVT) 12 also variationally optimizes the location of the

transition state dividing surface for a given temperature, but provides an improved treatment of

threshold energies by using an ensemble which removes energies below the ground-state adiabatic

threshold. To compute the rate constant using either the canonical or improved canonical

variational theory more information about the potential energy surface is required than for a

conventional transition state theory calculation: information about the potential in a region around

4 the reaction path is required.

For most chemical reactions of interest, especially those involving hydrogen atoms, it is

imperative to include quantum mechanical effects in the theory. Quantum mechanical effects are

included in VTST in an ad hoc manner: bound modes are quantized by using quantum mechanical

partition functions in eq. (2) and quantum mechanical effects on the reaction coordinate motion are

included by a multiplicative factor, the transmission coefficient KX(T). The quantized rate constant

is given by

k IV (T = K (T) k CvT(T) (4)

where the superscript X specifies the yet undefined method used in calculating the transmission

coefficient. The transmission factor includes the effect of nonclassical reflection for energies aNe

the classical harrier as well as the effect of quantum mechanical tunneling. The Wigner correctihn

factor 4 has been very popular fow estimating quantum mechanical tuurnncling Cfl'cts .eca uc it

req uires knowledge of the shape of the classical barrier near the saddlc point tiw t\ pe o

information can be obtained from the negative cigenvalue of the I lesian at ihe ,ad(c i

VI
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%Q Unfortunately, the approximations of this method are rarely valid for chemical reactions, i.e.,
', hen tunneling is mportant it occurs over distances much longer than that represented by a

quadratic representation of the potential near the saddle point, and a more global description of

tunneling.' is required.
More successful transmission coefficients are based upon the vibrationally and rotationally

adiabatic approximation.19,2() In this approximation the difficult multidimensional scattering

problem is transformed into the much easier problem of scattering on a one-dimensional effective

potential. The vibrationally-rotationally adiabatic potential is given by

' GT,Va(s. Or) = VMEP(S) + C. TS)
• - th(5)

-a.

* • ,% here cx is a collective index of the quantum numbers for the bound modes and ET() is the

bound energy level for state (X at the generalized transition state located at s along the reaction path.

The adiabatic approximation is made in a curvilinear coordinate system and although the potential

term is verv simple, the kinetic energy term is complicated by factors dependent upon the curvature

of the reaction path (the MEP). The method of treating the reaction-path-curvature terms is

ambiguous and several approaches have been tried. The best methods treat tunneling along a path

which depends upon the reaction path curvature. An example is the small-curvature semiclassical

ground state (SCSAG) tunneling method which is based upon the ground-state adiabatic potential

and in which the tunneling probabilities are computed by the WKB method. 20 This method works

v, ell for systems in "hich the reaction path curvature is not too large. Note that for this tunneling

niethod the type of PES information needed is nearly identical to that needed for the variational

ciIcu ation: the only additional piece of information necessary is the curvature of the reaction path

ilch citn lv obtained from the first and second derivatives of the potential along the reaction path.

In the pre,,ent work the ICVT/SCSAG method is applied using limited information about

c nergy ,urface: the information necessary to carry out these calculations is the

:;.. .lN ,L: ihe miniiun energy path (MEP: the minimum energy path is the path of steepest

10



decents in a mass scaled coordinate system from the saddle point to both reactants and products),

the matrix of force constants along the minimum energy path, and the curvatare of the reaction

path. The method directly uses the results of quantum chemistry calculations of information about

the potential energy in the form of the energy and its derivatives. The development of quantum

chemistry methods to analytically evaluate the derivatives21 has greatly reduced the computational

eftort and such methods are used when available. Typically the potential information is obtained

on a sparse grid along the minimum energy path and methods have been developed to interpolate

the necessary parameters of the reaction-path Hamiltonian (RPH). 17'22

2.2 Quantum chemistr),

Today, most quantitative theoretical studies of intermolecular forces and their related

potential energy surfaces are based on ab initio methods, which can be pursued to increasing

levels of accuracy, thereby providing useful estimates of the errors at preceding levels.

Historically, the majority of calculations have determined the ground electronic states of atomic and

molecular systems. The most well-known ab initio method is the LCAO-SCF or Hartree-Fock

( IF) method. 23 In this procedure the wavefunction for the system is expressed as a determinant

ot one-electron orbitals formed from linear combinations of orbitals centered on each of the nuclei.

The I lartree-Fock solution is a "variational" one: i.e., for a given set of atomic orbitals ("basis

set"), it yields the lowest energy possible for a single-determinant wavefunction. In this type of

calculation there can be two sources of error: that from the use of a finite basis set and that from the

neglect of correlation. Experience has shown that the accurate determination of properties,

particularly bond strengths, even for singly bonded substituents, requires that both types of errors

e eliminated to the maximum extent possible.

Theoretically, the correlation energy is defined to be the difference between the Hartree-

Fock energy and the exact (nonrelativistic) energy within the basis. 14 When a method corrects for

the approximations in the independent particle model by including components from other electron

,configurations in the wavcfunction, correlation is accounted for and the total electronic energy

11



obtained will be lower than the HF energy. The conventional method of obtaining a correlated

wavefunction is the configuration interaction (CI) method. 25 When increasing numbers of

determinants of orbitals representing states excited relative to the SCF determinant are included in

the description of the wavefunction, the CI method converges monotonically (from above) to the

basis-set-limited exact electronic energy (i.e., the "full CI" limit). The convergence with respect to

the basis set can be assessed by examining the changes in calculated properties as basis functions

are added. It is particularly important that the errors in different regions of a potential energy

surface remain fairly constant: otherwise, spurious barriers or other features may appear.

Electron correlation may be classified as dynamical or nondynamical. 26 Nondynamical

correlation errors are large for systems which are inadequately described by a single determinant.

This case arises when two or more configurations are nearly degenerate in energy or when

* alternative arrangements of electrons in partially filled subshells are required for proper

dissociation. One method particularly appropriate for obtaining nondynamical correlation is the

multiconfiguration-SCF (MCSCF) method. 27 In this procedure, both the orbital coefficients and

the correlation coefficients within a limited CI space are varied and iterated to convergence. For a

given configuration space, the MCSCF orbitals are the optimal ones. Dynamical correlation is

obtained in this procedure by a CI using the optimized orbitals to give the MCSCF-C128 method.

An alternate to the CI method is based upon perturbation theory such as diagrammatic

many-body perturbation theory (MBPT)29 or Moller-Plesset perturbation theory. 30 As higher-

order perturbations are included, the energy (for systems for which a single determinantal starting

* point is adequate) converges to the full CI limit, although not usually monotonically since the

MBPT energy does not include certain spurious positive terms present in nonfull C[ energies that

are cancelled as the full CI is reached and are responsible for the monotonic convergence.

41 I lowever, recognition of these terms makes it possible to approximately correct and improve the

nonfull Cl energies. 31 For ground state thermochemistry and properties at equilibrium geometries

and transition states. the perturbation based codes (e.g., GAUSSIAN 8232) offer superior

* pcformance over MCSCF-CI calculations in many instances.

12
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In the present work we attempt to keep the computational effort affordable by using

moderate sized basis sets and partial descriptions of the electron correlation. These give results of

modest accuracv which are improved by empirical corrections using the bond additivity correction

(BAC) method. 5 This approach begins with a Har-tree-Fock (HF) optimization of critical

geometries (such as equilibrium geometries and transition states), followed by higher quality

calculations of the energv using full fourth-order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP4), and

finally applying an empirical bond additivitv correction. This method is denoted HF/BAC-MP4 to

. distinLuish it from other possibilities discussed below. The correction is given in terms of an

adjustment to the total energy for each bond in the molecule. The bond correction dies off

- exponentially with the bond length. The parameters of the BAC-MP4 method are fitted to a

database of experimental heats of formation of atomic and molecular species in a least squares

• sense. These parameters will change with the level of the ab initio calculation and in the limit of a

complete basis set and full CI the correction goes to zero. The strengths of the BAC-MP4 method

are: ( 1) it is based upon ab initio methods and therefore incorporates a qualitatively correct picture

of the multicenter nature of the molecular bonding, (2) it can be systematically improved by

- .- improving the level of the underlying ab initio calculation, and (3) the corrections are estimated

from a large database of experimental heats of formation. For corrections to energies at

C 1equilibrium geometries the BAC method can be viewed as an interpolation technique, whereas for

transition states and other geometries in the strong interaction region for which experimental data is

not available the method is more an extrapolation technique and must be more critically tested.

* A major concern in using the HIF/BAC-MP4 method is the accuracy of the computed

potential energy surface information. One test is to improve the quality in the underlying ah initio

calculation to decrease the magnitude of the empirical bond additivitv correction and test the effect

W. on the computed rate constant. As a first step in this direction, we have reevaluated the potential
-l

d

4,

information using the MP2/BAC-MP4 method. In this method the geometry of the equilibrium

striic tare or transition state is determined using a full second-order Moller-Plesset perturbation

theory (%IP2) calculation. The matrix of second derivatives is also calculated at the MP2 level at

13
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the same geometrv. The minimum energy path is located by following the path of steepest

descents using the gradient vectors and Hessian matrices computed at the MP2 level. For each

point along the minimum energy, the energy is then computed by the MP4 method followed by a

,. bond additive correction. Because the geometries and vibrational frequencies are different at the

I IF and MP2 levels, the BAC correction is also different and the parameters are refitted to

experimental heats of formation as was done for the IIF/BAC-MP4 method.

One further step that has been considered is the MP4/BAC-MP4 method in which the

energy and first and second derivatives along the entire minimum energy path are calculated by the

NIP4 method. The bond additivity correction is then made to the MP4 energy at each point along

the minimum energy path. This method has not been fully implemented, but by observing the

chan-e of the geometries and frequencies in going from the MP2/BAC-MP4 method to the

*MP4'/BAC-MP4 method, we obtain an estimate of the sensitivity of the calculations to even higher

levels of the underlying ab initio electronic structure calculations. Similar comparisons have been

made between the HF/BAC-MP4 method and MCSCF calculations for which a bond additivity

correction is not available. These comparisons give an estimate of the importance of using a

multireference wavefunction for optimizing geometries and obtaining frequencies, and provide a

good measure of the accuracy of the HF-based pertubative approaches.

2.3 Thermochemical kinetic analysis

Our ability to address reactions involving large polyatomic molecules such as found in the

* initial stages of nitrocubane decomposition will rely to a great extent on developing methods to

estimate Arrhenius parameters from bond additivity or group additivity relationships. Statistical

mechanics provides the prescription for using information about the structure and vibrational

* frequencies of bound chemical species to directly calculate thermochemical data such as heats of

,rm iation of stable compounds and heat release and equilibrium constants for chemical reactions. 33

CThc structural and energetic information can be reduced into thermodynamic quantities, the

enthalpv and entropy, which can be accurately approximated using bond additivity and group

14
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Sadditivitv relationships. Using the quasithenmodvnamic fornmUlation of conventional transition

,tatt thorv' 7 these ideas have been extended to the prediction of reaction rate constants by

c,nming the enthalpy and entropy of the activated complex from knowledge of the structure and

brational frequencies at the saddle point of the reaction. This approach neglects important

c hutributions to the themial rate from variational optimization of the transition state and quantum

tncaan ical tunneling. Recently, a new partitioning of the thermal rate constant has been produced

.v hi:h allow, s analysis of the rates in temis of quasithernodynamic quantities which include these

iiuportant dynamical effects.A

In traditional thernochemical kinetic analysis the enthalpy and entropy of activation are

.'' ctinmted from properties at a single location along the minimum energy path - the saddle point.

Basin,-, the thernochemical kinetic analysis upon variational transition state theory presents a

* problem because the role of the saddle point is replaced by that of the dynamical bottleneck which

moves with temperature. At 0 K it occurs at the maximum of the ground-state adiabatic potential
AC

..curve and past experience has shown that the dynamical bottleneck for temperatures up to

ato)ut 6X)- I (X)O K tend to be in the vicinity of this adiabatic maximum. Therefore, it is more

reasonable to base the thermochemical kinetic analysis upon the generalized transition state rate

cou,,tant .giVen by eq. (2) evaluated at SAG instead of the saddle point location of s--O. This takes

into ac,.'coun11t llost of the variational effects but still neglects thermal fluctuations of the dynamical

IN "x)Itleneck from s A G A hich become more important at higher temperatures, and also neglects

'KIquantum mechanical tunneling effects ', hich are important at low temperatures. These effects are

ilSO Iicicluded by partitioning the rate constant [eq.(4)) as follows

k (lT = T) KI T h T) k U(T,- s A;6

. hcrc Kth1 ,n(lI aeCi 1u tis lir tinite -temperat Lire deviations due to the temperature dependence of

the ipr , .ed catnonical variational transition state and is gioen by the expression
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k I kC VTr-r) k(T(Ts'G) (7)
: '] i = k'theriTn GTT'A

The c encralitcd transition state theory rate constant kGT(T,s G) is obtained from the properties of a

sin.Je ceneralized transition state, "a substance", and is factored in the usual manner in terms of

Sul,,tantial activation parameters, A ,S and A S H
ST ST'

"" T k BT A 0

S T, s) h(C exp A ST/ R)exp A RT)

. here C" is the concentration in the standard state and An' is the stoichiometric change in the

,.,niuer of moles in passing from the reactants to the transition state (An*=-I for reactions studied

here). For an ide, .as at a standard state of P0 = I atm, the concentration of the standard state is
O

,iven bv P0/RT, and the substantial enthalpy and entropy of activation can be expressed in terms

of the reaction rate constant by

A l) = RT 2 dIn k -RT.- T dT (9)

€_: A~ o  ASH k(T) h p °

AS 0  T + R In( 2N AT T2
kBT ) N(10)

,here N\ is Avogadro's number, and u is one for k(T) in molar units and zero for k(T) in

molecular units.

The transmission coefficients Ktherm(T) and KSCSAGtT) depend upon more extended

regons'1 of the potential energy surface rather than a single transition state location but we still factor
00 rthem in a manner analogous to eq. (8), in terms of nonsubstantial activation parameters, An S

oT

K( T) P "A R) exp- An II t°

,ll ~exP (AnK/Rx A 1 T /16 (11)
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. here

K( T)- SCS.AG( T) K then(T) (12)

and the nonsubstantial enthalpy and entropy of activation are obtained from

0 2 d In )c"iAn 1 RT (13).. T dT

A1t1S = RT d In K R In K(T) (14)T dT

00
Since AsS T and A sH T are quasithennodynamic parameters, their temperature dependences can

be obtained from a single temperature-dependent substantial heat capacity of activation A Cp

0S o 0 T i ° T
-1 =A s-T + s( C / T) dT

and

T A l1 +J ITA,'C dT (19)

The parameters An S T) and A nI I T are purely phenomenological; however, because of their

definition in eqs. (13) and (14), their iemperature dependences can also be obtained from a single

heat capacity analog An C given by expressions analogous to eqs. (15) and (16).

This new themlochemical kinetic analysis separates contributions from a single transition

st~ite structure from contributions due to thernal and quantum mechanical tunneling which depend

M 11iore global properties of the potential energy surface. The former can be estimated using bond

addimivitv or group additivity relationships, but the new schemes are needed for estimating the

litrter.
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3. Results and Discussion

31 Validation of theoretical methods
. 1.1 .-\pplication to +NH 3  H, + NH-) and D + ND 3 -D-,+ ND,

Greater detail and discussion of the results for these reactions as well as a prediction of the

rate constants for the reverse of reaction (R6) is presented in appendix A. The results are

summarizcd in this section with an emphasis on the validation of the HF/BAC-MP4 method and

the computational effort required for these calculations.

First the saddle point geometries are compared at the HF, NIP2, and MP4 levels for the

reaction of tt with NHt3. At the saddle point the geometry is
H-

,\here the bond lengths and angles are given in table 1.

Table 1. Saddle point geometry for the H + NHA -+ H, + NH, reaction.

IF MP2 MP4
oRNIIl(A-) 1.244 1.305 1.277

R~f(A) 1.010 1.023 1.026

,RNF! A) 1.010 1.023 1.026

R I I -( ,0.949 0.869 0.893

,'1  (de crees) 100.5 99.1 99.3[(drces. 100.5 99.1 99.3

" 1 ! (degrees) 105.4 103.5 103.3

O0 i ,jI\l(dcrces 166.7 158.5 158.3

%I1,
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geometries. The largest changes are for the NlI and 111-4 bond lengths which are most actively

ievolved in the rearrangement. Note that the geometries do not change monotonically with

improvement in the level of treatment but the I IF values for RN11 and Rl are closer to the

1iP4 \lues than are the NIP2 values. The NI-II and HIH 4 bond distances computed at the iIF and
.NIP2 levels ire shoAn in figure 1 for points along the minimum energy path. The agreement

between the two methods for the whole minimum energy path is as good as or better than the

agreement seen at the saddle point.

The saddle point frequencies are compared at the I IF, MP2, and MP4 levels for the reaction

of II with NI I in table 2. The imaginary frequencies at the top of each column correspond to the

unbound mode for motion along the reaction coordinate. Note that of all the frequencies this

imaginarv one changes the most as the level of theory is improved. The harmonic zero point

energy given at the bottom of each column is one-half the sum of the frequencies for all bound

modes. Although the frequencies for some individual modes do change by as much as 20%, the

changes in zero point energy are much smaller. A change of 110 cm 1 in the zero point energy (a

typical difference between the HF and MP2 values) will shift the adiabatic potential curve by only

* 0.3 kcal/mol.

:.,
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1.8

1.6 *
*-.,HF

' *

1.4 *

* *MP2

- 1.2 *

.-J.

:1.0

0.8 cq

*l.5 0.6 I I I I I
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

RNH (A)

:-.

, Fiure 1. NII and 1II-H bond distances along the minimum energy path for the reaction 11 + N I,
,- + NI 1,.at two levels of abd inifio electronic structure theory - Hartree-Fock (*) and second-

order .Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (0)
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Table 2. Saddle point harmonic frequencies zero point energy (cm-) for the H + N13~ --4 "2 +

NIl .rc action.

[IF NIP2 %1P4

2833il 20211 1905i

72 3 718 7 26

7 32 7310 901

1258 1146 1186

1485 1315 1347

1541 1610 1629

1731 2077 1921

43647 3489 3497

3750 3606 3553

Zcro point energy 7434 7345 7381

The bond additivitv correction is based upon infommntion about the potential energy Surface

only through quadratic temis (a hamionic treatment) but is designed to fit the experimental heats ot'

formiat ion Of bound Molecules Which include the effects of anharmonicitv. Therefore, the BAC

method has anharmnonic effects built into it if) an averaued sense, not on a mode-by-mode basis.

The harmonic: frequencies computed at the IE level are kno" n to be systematically high and the

BAC method corrects for this discrepancy as well as in1CIUdin2 the effects of anharmonicity. The

relatily s mall differences in the zero point energy with improved level of theory is encouraging

It f It CIncaI tha t sIllalII cr chan ,e, \A I Il have to be made Iin the bond add It I v I tv correct ion to a ccountI

I r the,,e cha-n ces in frequencies.

comparison of the potenii al e nergy curve VM. (s) and t-e groU n-teadatic

potential cu'Lrves s for reaction ( R4 ) usini., the I 1EBCNI4and \112/11AC-P4 metholds is1.: 21



.' cii i: fl,:rc 2 Comparison of the rates for reaction R41) computed by the ICVT/SCSAG

.,x."!' tg the potential infonnation obtained by the I IF/BAC-M1P4 and MP2/BAC-MP4

,.'t',,,, ,ix 1 cn in tablc 3 and filure 3.

-..- Tc 3. CNmparixon of ICVT/SCSAG reaction rates (in units of cm 3molecule -1 s- ) computed

rl,,,: t o diftCrent sets of information about the potential energy surface.

T K I lF/BAC-MP4 MP2/BAC-MP4

-.2f() 9.9x 10-24 3.2x 10- 24

300 1.8x 10- 20  1..x 1()2 0

" 400 2.0x 10- 18  1.6x 10-18

.4 x() 4.5x 106 4.0x 10-16

•!t)() 6.2x 10 14  6.2x10- 14

15()x 1.1x10 12 1x 1( 12

2400 6.9x-1 12  8. Ix 10-12

AI inelded in tre is a comparison with the experimental results of Marshall and Fontijn.- 5

l1,e p(otCnti,tl alon the minimum energv path and the adiabatic potential curves show very similar

"hIpc, t'Lr the t'.,o methods, although the MP2/BAC-MP4 results are shifted slightly to the left.

'T' ,:la,,ielI arrier hei,.hts are very similar, 17.1 kcal/mol for VF/BAC-MP4 compared to 16.7

0-.. kc,d:n1 for \1P',,BAC-MP. and the adiabatic barriers are 15.5 and 15.7 kcal/mol above the

- rci:tant Iero point energies for the I IF/BAC-MP4 and MP2BAC-MP4 methods, respectivelv.

eTh rittc constants computed using the two sets of potential infonnation agree "ell for

0 :!:'' er.1I rc .Wve 30() K. At 3(X) K and below tunneling is very important and the rates are

t') tintcr detail, oft the adiabatic potCntial Curves. At 30(0 K. the rates computed using the

" ..... -, ,t ntnJ !I i nformation differ by onlv 50'7 but at 200 K the difference increases to a

.I lhc ,eral i arceenit i th the experimental results is also very good except at the

0%
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lUo\est temperatures w hich is discussed in more detail below. Comparison can also be made to

least-squares Arrhenius fits to experimental results for the temperature ranges from 5W0 to 1140
K. 908 to 1777 K, 36 and 673 to 1003 K. 37 These fits give activation energies of 17.2±0.8,

90, ,61",,"f 7.±08

16.(H±.,. and 14.6±1.0 kcal/inol, respectively. Activation energies derived from the computed

rates show an interesting behavior of initially increasing with increasing temperature but turning

around and decreasing at even higher temperature; e.g., the computed activation energies are 12.9,

14.7, 17.1 and 14.7 kcal/mol over the temperature ranges 400-600 K, 600-1000 K, 1000-1500

K. and 1500-2400 K respectively. In general the agreement between the experimental and

coIputed activation energies is excellent: however, the theoretical results systematically

underestimate the experimental reaction rate indicating a systematic overestimate in the free energy

of activation. The underestimation of the rate may be attributed to a barrier height which is too

• large: ho \ ever, lowering just the barrier will tend to decrease the activation energy which is

inconsistent with the experiments. Another possibility is that the energetics are approximately

correct (i.e.. the ground-state adiabatic barier is about right) and that the entropic factors controlled

hv the higher lying vibrational levels are not accurately described.

Reaction rates computed by the the ICVT/SCSAG method with the HFI/P4-BAC potential

inforlation for reaction (R5) are compared with the experimental ones of Hack et. al.37 and

I)ervtisv and Lesclaux 38 in figure 4. The agreement with the low temperature results of Demissv

-and 1I.eclaux is excellent (differences of 18-40%) but at higher temperatures the computed rates are
f .actors of 2.2 to 2.7 lwer than the results of Hack et. al. The discrepancy at the higher

* :cinpcratUrc, can be attributed to uncertainties in the heat of formation of NH 2. At lower

,, :Jicr.ittire, the computed heat of formation of NI 1, agrees well with the experimental values and

I: C\pcct lcs tnccrtzintv In the computed rate constant.

RCctimon rate,, computed by the ICVT/SCSAG method using the I IF/BAC-MP4 potential

t,. wamtion for reaction (R6, are compared with experimental one of Marshall and Fontijn3 in

'"t1_'rc 5 Once aaiti the agreement is excellent, although the theoretical results systematically

• .: V.:r_,tImale the reaction rates. This underestimate is consistent with our observations for the 11
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Figure 4. Comparison of computed and experimental rate constants for the reaction H, + NH 2
1 I + NI I,. The experimental results are the Arrhenius fit of W. Hack, P. Rouveirolles, and H.
G,,. Wagner, ref. (36), denoted I IRW (short dashed curve) and the Arrhenius fit of M. Demissy
and R. Lesclaux, ref. (38), denoted DL (long dashed curve). The solid line is the result of the
improved canonical variational theory with small-curvature semiclassical adiabatic ground-state
transmission coefficient (ICVT/SCSAG) from potential information obtained using the HF/BAC-
N1P4 miethod.
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• -") + ND,. The experimental results are from P. Marshall and A. Fontijn. ref. (39), denoted MF

-"(6•) The sol Id line is the result of the improved canonical variational theory with small -curvature

. ~ ~ ,uIusia adiabatic ground-state transmission coefficient (ICVT/SCSAG) from potential
,,*rmation 

obtained usin the 1.2/BAC-MP4 method.
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NIt I l, -, + NI , reaction that some feature of the potential energy surface is giving rise to a

free energy of activation which is too low. Compared to reaction (41), tunneling is less important

t' r the deuterated reaction. For example, at 300 K, the ICVT/SCSAG transmission coefficient is

44.5 for reaction (R4) and only 8.5 for (R5), and at 600 K these decrease to 2.4 and 1.6,

respectively. As for reaction (R4), the good agreement between the computed and experimental

l ti. ation enerey indicates that the reaction energetics are approximately correct but the entropic

faictors controlled by higher lving vibrational levels leads to the underestimate of the rates.

For the three reactions for which experimental results are available, the agreement between

theor- and experiment is very good except in comparison with the experimental results of Marshall

and Fontijn 35 for reaction (R4) at temperatures below 660 K. Below this temperature the

experimental results show much more curvature in the Arrhenius plot than the theoretical rates and

at 50) K the experimental rates are higher than the theoretical ones by about a factor of 4. Such

cur-vature in the Arrhenius plot is often attributed to quantum mechanical tunneling, but in the

present calculations the large amount of tunneling necessary to reproduce the experimental

cuirvature is inconsistent with the excellent agreement between theory and experiment for

temperatures above 660 K. For example, at 660 K the SCSAG tunneling correction factor is about

2 and gives good agreement with experiment. At 500 K the SCSAG tunneling correction factor is

3.6 but would have to be about 15 to agree with experiment. To reproduce this sharp increase in

tunneling over such a small change in temperature would require a radically different shape of the

-"- adiabatic potential which is inconsistent with the reliability established in previous tests and uses of

r* the methods.
[:-. ,,,- '

, .*. Another indication of the inconsistency of these low temperature results is given by the low

teniperature results for reaction (R5) which are related to those of reaction (R4) by detailed balance.

Kno ledoe of the equilibrium constant as a function of temperature allows calculation of rates for

Cne of the reactions from the other. At lower temperatures the heats of formation of all four

.pecies (tAo reactants and two products) are accurately knowAn, thus the equilibrium constant can

11C h'tCeLuraIl\ corn putcd at these temperatures. Therefore, the good agreement between the

~~~~~~A -AA- A.A



%,.coinLputed rates and the experimental results, of Demissv and Lesclaux 38 for reaction (R5) is

Icornnistent v, ith the poorer agreement observed between theory and the experinental results of

Nlarhaill and -o:tijn' 5 for temperatures below 660 K. This is further evidence of the

iuon, tc., of the lo, temperature experimental results for reaction ( R4).

The gooKI areement betA Cen the different levels of theory and the overall gcxId agreement

let\ cn the cxperimlntal and computed rates is encouraging for appication of the I IF/BAC-MP4

metho(k to a variety of reactions. This work establishes the feasibility of this approach for

-proiin reliable predictions of thermal rate constants and shows the utility of senmiempirial

corrections to a1 initio electronic structure calculations of inforlnation about the potential

cner,v.surface. In particular, the IIF/BAC-MP4 method is a cost effective means of obtaining this

type of information. Calculations of the energy and its first and second derivatives at each point

* along the minimum energy path required only eight minutes of cpu time on a Cray I s computer.

To obtain rate constants numerically converged to about 20%7 at 3(X) K requires about 40 points

alon, the reaction path. At higher temperatures these requirements relax so that at 1(XX) K only

about 10 points along the reaction path are needed for the same type of convergence. Thus, for
about five and one-half hours of Cray Is computer time rates accurate to better than 50)1 can be

obtaiied over the entire temperature range from 2(X) to 2400 K. The calculations at the MP2 and

.MP4 levels become much more costly in part because some or all of the analytically derivatives are

not available and must be computed by numerical differentiation. For the MP2 calculations only

anal vtic first derivatives are available and for the MP4 calculations no analytic derivatives are

S:J ai lable. Calculation of the derivatives by finite difference greatlv increases the cost of the

--,ctlati)ons. The NIP2 aInd MP4 calculations require over three and seventeen hours, respectivcl\.

-t(j' rv Is computer time per point along the minimun energy path. The reliabil itv (ot the low er

64 IF lc\el ()f thc()rv ith the B\C correction makes this efficient approach feasible.

A.
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A f'urther test of the BAC-\1P4 miethod, the hydrogen migration reaction fromn trans-

* t)()to 1\ ,NV mas st;diled at several levels of electronic structure theorv. Molecules containing

uro~rop ~pre~cnt a chaillce to al? ini:io mnethods for obtaining accurate representations of the

'~otnna enec\surface. The Ut1l1t% Of a single reference wavetunction has been questioned for

1\i r> e of N% NIcim and it has' beCen sueest that a multireference wavefuLnction such as used i the

* n.t i 'r ition SCI: ( CSCF) miethodJ w"l bIe necessary to obtain reasonable estimates of thle

on,: I ecr,,ct c s. "Iheiretore. this type ot reaction represents a stringent test of the BAC-MP4

meithk d h ich is~ based onl a single reference I IF wavefunction.

InI til, section "~e present a comparison of BAC-NMP4 and MICSCF results for reaction

k-l-T~ o different \ICSCI- calculations are considered, both using double-zeta plus polarization

I )/P) basis sets. A D)/l basis set is comparable to the 6-3lG* basis set used in the HF

o;timi/antins Of the BAC-MP4 Calculations and the following comparisons are a test primarily of

!ic netho'ds f'r IneuIn](112 electron correlation and not a test of basis set effects. The first MCSCF

ultontreaits the (i and 71 spaces independently. The ar-space correlation includes selected

'111 ad dIoulN escitatioris from aI IF reference and correlation is included for the the complete

7 '.paice this is. denoted N1C (T/7uJ The second MCSCF calculation considers all double

cs..tIon\troni1 the se\ en hi~jlest occupied orbitals into the seven lowest unoccupied orbitals: this

1' I he RAU- \lIP'4 met In (d to INe usefu'l, the location of the critical geometries (equilibriurn

2: v nnx d Ntkid~e int anid minitmum energy path for the reaction must be accurately

1 ter 6~ the I Ill' and N\I(7/ri) mlinimium energ-, paths are compared. Dunrig1 thle

to) r It(t~ 'lie11 inl a plane: fig~ure e0 shows thle motion iII tis plane ot the I I and

I! )N C k I tisine, the N to(m at the oriicin. The ececllenit agreement of- the two paths

nt he \ \l'4 etod as ased he irt tst the 111. methodi is capable of pltcline-

tin t c k re V ' 1P mci i hmip w tefr, N1
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In the BAC-MP4 method the frequencies are also calculated at the HF level and it is

interesting to see how well they compare with the MCSCF ones. A comparison of the frequencies

from the tw.o MCSCF calculations and the BAC-MP4 calculations, as well as comparison to

experiment - is presented in table 4.

:Table 4. Frequencies (in cm - ) for trans HONO

MC(7/ t) MC14 BAC-MP4 JANAF

632 522 604 543

676 767 794 598

925 1104 1104 794

0 1376 1480 1520 1260

1744 1827 2049 1696

3828 4126 4092 3590

Zero point energy 4591 4913 5082 4241

Comparison between individual modes shows some fairly large discrepancies but the crucial

quintity in ucterminingz the thermal rate is the total zero point energy given at the bottom of each

column. Because of the separation of the ; and 7r spaces in the NIC(a/iT) calculation the frequency

S,,t the lo% est mode, A hich is an out-of-plane bend, is not accurately reproduced. Otherwise this
S

NICSCF calculItion includes the most correlation and gives the best agreement with the

j C\',erimental zero point energy. The MCI4 and BAC-MP4 frequencies agree well and the zero

po it energy for the,,e methods is overestimated bv about 18%. This is higher than the usual 12%

,', clC',1lmAIC e\pected from I IF frequencies but of sufficient accuracy for applying the BAC

.cIzn. The theorctical frequencies at the saddle point are presented in table 5. In this case the

"B \(' - -I~ frequencies agree better with the M(?(a/i) ones than with the MCI4 frequencies but the

I.II. rCN point enerieC are less than 0.3 kcal/mnol.
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Table 5. Frequencies (in cnf 1) for the migration transition state HONO -- HNO 2.

\C(o/) MC14 BAC-MP4

2345i 2385i 2424i

319 436 394

341 711 709

628 1344 1360

765 1680 1686

1179 2629 2434

3234 3400 3292

'-

-- 4

.4,.

", The reaction energetics computed from the BAC-MP4 and MC(T/r) methods are presented

.in flgure 7 as a comparison of the ground-state adiabatic potential curves. The MCSCF calculation

has errors arising from basis set limitations and from neglect of some of the electron correlation.

The uncerainties in the energetics obtained from this method are estimated to be about 10 kcal/mol.

The BAC-%1P4 ,ives the best estimate of the adiabatic barrier because it uses a bond additivity
r.

"4- correction to compensate for the errors caused the small basis set and the limited amount of electron
4.

correlation included. The agreement in the barrier heights may be fortuitous (they differ by less

* than 5 kcal/mol) but the general shape of the two curves are qualitatively similar. This indicates

that the BAC-MP4 method is not giving unphysical behavior as a result of the bond additivity
.,

correction over- or under-compensating for gross errors in the MP4 energies. The BAC-MP4

• method gives physically reasonable results even for systems containing nitro groups.

Another encouraging feature of the BAC-MP4 calculations is the computational effort

rCqtuired. The calculation of the energy and first and second derivative at each point along the

miluitum energy required less than 20 minutes of Cray ls computer time. This system is much

,%
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larger than the I I + Ni 1; reaction considered t24 electrons as compared to I) but the

-I omputational effort is small enough to allow the entire reaction path from -1.0 to 1.0 ao to be

m1Ipped out in less th:; cigh hours of Cray Is computer time. Thus, we are encouraged to treat

even larger polyatomic sx stems which should require only a moderate computational effort.

3.2 Systematic studies of the 11 + RNO, reactions for R = H, CI13, 011, Ni 2, and CH3 NH

The systematic studv of a homologous set of reactions with different substituents allows

for an assessment of the effect of the substituents on reaction dynamics and is the beginning of an\

empirical model based upon group additivities. .\s a first step, such a study has been performed

on reactions (R 1) and (R2) using conventional transition state theory with I IF/BAC-MP4

infomation about the potential energy surface. More rigorous studies in the future will use

* variational transition state theory. For reactions (R3) with all substituents except OH the 1IF/BAC-

MP4 method predicts that the saddle point energy is below the asymptotic energy for the products.

This is un'hysical and requires the use of variational transition state theory for a consistent

evaluation of the thermal rate constants. This type of study has been carried out for one of the

substituents R=NI 1, and allows a complete description of the reaction system for all three reactions

-R 1 )-(R3) for the substituents I, CI 3, 011, NI -, and C11 3NIH.

03...1 11 + R NO, -4 RN 0

The enthalpy of reaction at 0 K. Ar1 0  is the change in the ground-state adiabatic potential

curve in going from reactants to products. This gives an estimate of the heat release (for a negative

enthalpy upon reaction . The free energy of reaction for a given temperature T, ArG- , is a better

iica~are of the thlennodvnamic driving force behind the reaction since it includes both the entropic

and cnith,ilpic tcnn,. Neg-atives values for the free energy of reaction indicate that the products are

,rc i,ihtc than reactants. The enthalpy of activation at 0 K., A. ! 0, is the change in the ground-

-adt ,laitiC en ptCtidl cure in going tm reactants to the saddle point and is a measure of the

* cru ti h,irricr to the reaction. Within the appro imation s of conventional transt n state theory
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t,,c a: h ich the reactilon proceed s for a given te mlprattire is uoverned by the free energy of

at Io n, .A G I, ihIT UC h nr-ei atr At Il() and thle enltropic teMIS. The enthalpies

ree enr e\ :' of* reac:tion, the enthalpies free ener-ies of activation, and thle rate constant at I (X)() K

'rrt- a~ R I~ Is snmmari ,ed in table 6 for all five sLubst'ituents.

l-1 t). Rcn'ton eneri-etics and rates for the reaction H1 + RNO1 , RN

R Ar 1 All A11, A, GT k (T=1IXW) K)

kcal'nad kal/h U) tkcal/nmo1) ( kcal/niol) ( s-1)

'-7 . -114872. .9x 10-12

(illI --I1.1 -17-1 7.8 31.1 4.6x 10

NI7 12 'I'S 9.9 29.8 4.6x 10-1 3

CI I N I I 3. -1 3.8 9.0 30.5 6.3x 1()- 3

\ eir I, 0-t thle addition of a hydrogen atom to the oxygen end of RNO.) is fairly insensitivle to

:Ve\Abt: ue t ttahedtothen iroen. A.lthou-h the enthalpy of reaction changes by as mnuch as 8

K iol 0 1!,Chanuir>,,- thle snbshtitLuent fromCll to Ni1l, the enthalpy of reaction changes by less

"if, 2.2kciImol fo r all f-IVe snUIDtitnenrtS. Similarly changes in the free energies of reaction are as

I.r-C't,~ 5.0 kl'rmd/1 hilt thle free enieri-y of activation changes by less than 3 kca-l/mol. T-he rates

at I,., by o( t a fa ctr w f 4 and thle ArrheniLns parameters are all very similar at 1000X K -

~:,e aa\ .n rlljes are 11.2. 10.2, 11.9, 11.3 and 11.3 kcal/mol for the suibstituents 11, (l113.

)11 NI I ,a (CI 1,NI 1. rexci vlvad thle base ten logarithnms of the A factors are -9.3. -1(0.1 . -

I Le preC'ent ca Ilinn re pri."ented it' a }CIaLitatIVe (-'njde to Snb)Stinent ett'cts. A. more

-lI IITvnnet (if the reactantl dynmilcs \koiild Involve a variational transitn state theory

vv -adi ti ne n e fTct,. Sinc thesec reactions inolve primarily the motion of aI

'Ia ~a a ,Wr the hvirrwr,, ttnr reactiun are hIm-l (rampie fromi to 10 keal/inol ). tunneline is"



e\pected to be very important'at temperatures below about 6(X) K. At 1(X) K, where the current

comlparis, ons are beingz made, tunneling Should enhance the rate by at most 50% and the qualitative

c~omparison made above Should be valid. For meaningful comparisons at temperature below 600

K~ tunli n CII(- should be- treated.

3.2.2 RN ~R +HONO

A similar comparison of reaction energetics and rates for reaction (R2) is provided in table

Table 7. Reaction enereetics and rates for the reaction RN R + HONG

RAr~o Ar T 0tl, AJAGT k (T=1I() K)

(kcal/triol) (kcal/inol1) (kcal/niol) (kcal/rnol) (S-1)

1I 28.9 5.7 34.4 34.3 6.6x ()5

C I1-' 20.2 -11.6 28.3 25.7 5.0x 10'

-011 3.0 -25.4 6.0 6.2 9.2x 101

NII, 4.2 -28.1 10.7 10.4 1.1x10 11

C1 CIIN 1 4.6 -31.3 10.9 11.7 5.7x 10'('

The rates reported for thle Uninto1leCUlar reaction are for the high pressu!e limit. These reactions

i% olv the breakini- of the R-N bond and the themnial rates are ver'. sensitive to the slibstitnient R.

* . ~ There is a weak correlation between the free energy of reaction and the free enerov of activation

and thecv the reaction rate. More imp1Jortant though1 is the comparison between the energetics and

rates for the NI 1, and CI lNI I subStitUentS. In these cases a NO bond is being broken in the

.. ( )L] rse of the re!action and thle enricietics and rates are very sitmilar.
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000
3...Nil,\ -Nil, IIOlNO and Ni1,N ~ N1 NI -NO + 011I

.\n important aspect of the reaction system (RI )- R3) is the branching ratio betweenl the

-. , Li 11 ItH CCi~lar react ions (R-") and (UR). This has been studied in more detail for the SUbstituenlt
0

NI 1,. Ra.te constaints for thle reaction NLN~ '. - NI I,N0 + 011I were computed using

varatinaltransition state theory with semiclassical adiabatic ground-state transmlission coeff icients

its mal~Ximumll value w hich occurs for s at about 0.25 a., This same type of behavior is seen in the

ITround-state adiabatic potential curve and in the free energy of activation curves show in figure 9

-~~ for 3(0) and 1000) K. As a result, the conventional transition theory state rates are much higher

than the ones obtained from the improved canonical variational theory as seen in table S.

Table S. Rate constants (in units of s-1) for the two reactions

N I IN -4 NH-I,NO + 011 NH~N( N NIl, + [lIONO

T, K k'CT [(T) kCT!(A ) k' T)

30() 9.4x0~~ 3. 5x 10o 5.3x 106  llO

*400 6.9K 1011 2.4x l0ol 3.ox lOol 1 .4xl10'

000 1(t 1  l()x m0'') -. ()x lo' l)xIW

100,(1 7A\ 10' 1 7.6\ lo11ll\l'

1( 150 M91 12  S.o. 1012 S. I1() 12  ().-I\1I

240 (K Ix10 1 .7\ 10'~ .7,\1() 13  S. 2x101o

3,M
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Tunlnelin g is relatively unimportant for this reaction and the rate obtained by the ICVT/SCSAG

* method are only sliehtlv hi,,her than those with the tunneling correction factor.

The rates for the reaction NI,N -- NH1, + HONO are also presented in table 8 forH

comparison. The value of the ground-state adiabatic barrier above the reactant value is about 10.7

kcal/niol at the saddle point for the HONO channel and about 9.1 kcal/mol at its maximum for the

011 channel. A consistent comparison would treat both branches of the reaction using variational

transition state theory; however, if this is done, the value of the adiabatic barrier maximum will

increase for the I lONO channel making it even more dynamically unfavorable. Since the rates for

the 01I channel are already higher, increasing the barrier for the IHONO channel will only increase

the difference. Therefore, we can predict that the OH channel is favored over that for HONO

formation at all temperatures from 300 to 2400 K.

3.3 Thermochemical kinetic analysis

Appendix B gives a more indepth discussion of the results of the thermochemical analysis.

In this section we review those results and present additional analysis for reaction (R4) and (R6).

The new thermochemical kinetic analysis presented in detail in appendix B includes important

dynamical effects that will allow reliable estimates of Arrhenius parameters. As a test of the

importance of these dynamical effects and as a guide to estimating the nonsubstantial contributions

thc thermochemical kinetic anaivsis is performed on seven reactions. Five of the reactions have
been treated earlier by variational transition state theor' 10,11,13 -15 and provide rate constants in

-,,), areement with experiment,14,41 and the other two reactions are reaction (R4) and (R6)

21 :cadv discuNed in this report. The theoretical rate constants are analyzed to obtain values for

i's\ '% \ \ 1 . S nd A ,11t, The five new reactions considered are
0?,.

I. f t -- I1, + If (R8)

I, I- ID + If (R9)

I 1 i 1--li) + l) (RI()

41
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OCp) + If-, - 1 GOH +1 111)

'-'' i.IIKI

Oil + tt, -- 1,O + If (R12)

For these five reactions global ab initio potential energy surfaces were used in contrast to the

reaction path I laniltonian information used for reactions (R4) and (R6).

The activation parameters for the seven reactions are present in table 9 and are given in

terms of the entropy and enthalpy of activation at 300 K, and the heat capacity of activation from

2() to 150)0 K. Some general trends are seen in table 9. First, using the terminology discussed in

section 2.3, the substantial contributions are large than the nonsubstantial ones- thus, the analysis

in terms of the structure of the transition state gives the majority of the contributions to the total

* eath'alpy and entropy of activation. I lowever, the nonsubstantial contributions to both the enthalpy
"and entropy of activation are quite large and need to be included for accurate predictions of the rate

constants The values of the substantial enthalpy of activation at 3(00 K correlate with the barrier

heights for the reactions. that is, Ot + tt-2 has the smallest barrier and I I + NIl, has the largest.

For the nondeuterated reactions the nonsubstantial contributions tend to be lar,,er for the systems

" ith the larger barriers, i.e., tunneling is more important for the reactions with the higher bamiers.

(omparcd to the hydrogen cases, the deuterated reactions have smaller norIsubstantial

cntri butions due to the lesser im portance of tunneling.

lThe substantial contributions to the heat capacities of activation are negative, in general,

* 1 11,1h implies that ihe substantial enthalpies and entropies decrease with increasing temperature. In

the present example, the nonsubstantial contributions to the heat capacity of activation go to zero at

hiuh temperatures. They are all positive and at low temperatures are much larger than the

suh,tihtial MCs causine lare changes in the enthalpies and entropies at low temperatures.

The substantial contributions to the activation parameters are obtained from information

Cu the tntil at a single point along the minimum energy path. This enables the substantial

iHtim, I,) be c',ti matcd from exist ing hond additivitv or group additivity relationships. 6 ThC
-'.'
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til ltrit utlon,, are obtai ned from more extende infna n about the potential

rtxead, there! ore. are harder to estimate. AllI the recion101s stUdied here are h\ drocn

~ ~o tant ra tio k It ih fairl hI% ,,h harriers. I or these react ilns thei

:1!NL-\(mIlotribuLtl(ion' are precdominantly froml qua.11~l 1tu1mcanl.C1 tinnnel ing and the effect

iall v III op[tItI Ine I- the 1lc-,tI in ot the transItI in State dI" id Ifin S~irtace Is smallI. For

:h \m.ifllclr barrier'. %kC \epct the effct Of qtLIantumll mechanical ttlinneling to be smaller,

erat 'I the e 0I1' ffects ot' ariat IioaI1 v I eat Iini: the dlI vid Inu, surface w Ill become more

*:1p~afle~e iaat highefir tempceratUrc'.i It is therefore expected that the nonsubstantial

!' ~I!i he '.eilatfor ai wide range of gasz-phase chemical reactions and new methodis

Cce.l t Illl'.tIatng these qua~titties.

44. Conclusions

The mlain objecti\ e of tis six-mionth Phase I research program was to establish the

failivof U'.inc1 theoretical methods for describing the kinetics of chemilcal reactions important

I nlitrocubane decompjositin. The accuracy of the theoretical methods has been established by

com11pari sonl of different levels of theory for two chemical reactions, H + NH,. -4 H., + NH-, and

I lONO -4 1 INO-, and in comparison of the theoretical rate constants with experimental ones for the

I f - NI 13 -* I I, + NI I, reaction. These calculations indicate that the Underlying ah iniiio

clectronlic strucitire ca1lultionIs provide a good zeroth-order description of the potential energy

Ti cs he emnpirical bond additivity correction compensates for known errors in these

% ~ lnta' and the comparisons w ith experiment indicate that these correction are of quantitative

I I-i r the'.e theoretical methods to be of practical use they must be- capable of treating systems
!.ir -r than those presented liere. The only inherent liitation in these methods is the

e tior t i the ah Initio electronic stnictuire calculations wxhich increases wxithL/. (It ihe rc~tction system. A\ requiirement for the utiIi ty of this method is that thize

e e nn trUetiireca 1I,1'1 i tnsIs kept manageable. A lthou 1li this leads, to knlown

[K .%
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errors in the potential energy surfaces, the bond additivity correction provides a computationally

* efficient methcd of compensating for these errors. The relatively small reaction systems studied

:,ere k ere treated A ith a very modest expenditure of computational power, e.g., the entire

calIl.Ition of the rate constants from 2(X) to 2400 K for the 11 + NH 3 - H, + NH, reaction were

.,Irrted out in se\ceral hours of Cray I s computer time. The prospects of treating much lager

t\ rt , lire excellent.

I .ook ing beyond the Phase I objectives towards the goal of providing a comprehensive

trcitnent of propellant decomposition, methods are needed for treating the kinetics of very large

m ?,x atonic systems. Accurate calculations of rates for reactions involving very large polvatornic

molecules is beyond the current computational capabilities of the electronic structure methods even

- ith the use Of empirical corrections. However, the kinetics of these systems can still be

* addressed using approximate methods for estimating kinetic parameters based on bond additivitv

and group additivity relationships. This type of approach requires the development of a database

o,' information abo)ut substituent effects on kinetic parameters. As a first step in this direction, a

', IMematic study was carried out for hydrogen attack on simple nitro containing compounds.

Three different reaction paths were considered and the results show that the rates for one of them
"re relatively insensitive to substituent effects, whereas the rates for the other two change by

,C\ erall orders of magnitude upon interchange of substituents.

.Qualitative information about substituent effects is in itself valuable, however, to be of

pra ctical use fu)r providing reliable estimates of kinetic parameters for large polyatomic systems,

llleths Of ,tquantifying this type of information are needed. Benson's 6 thermochemical kinetic

.,aali, s)of chemical reactions provides such a quantification scheme. Rates are based upon

vatim parameters (the enthalpv and entropy of activation) which are obtained from structural

. ;,r,pCItic, of the saddle point. These can often be reliably estimated using bond or group additivitv

r hips. The main deficiency in this approach is that it neglects important variational and

iur n t unnel li ug effects. A new approach to themochemical kinetic analysis has been presented

A . ~i i: hi, repo( rthch shows the great importance of these effects and provides a prescription for

'.,.
's -
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VI.

them in the analysis. The results reported here are the beginning of a new database of

' net i'c parameters A hich includes all the important dynamical effects needed for accurate

&ciiCLlti,01s of the rates. Calculations of activation parameters for smaller systems using the

, cmicmpirical methods validated in this report will be used to build up this database to allow

T treatment of svtems involving, very large polvatomic molecules.
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Appendices A.

Theoretical CalculItionIs of the thermal rate constants for the gas-phase

c:hcmnical reactions I I + Nil,, f 1I, + NIl-, and D + ND 3 - D-, ±ND,
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Theoretical calculations of the thermal rate constants for the gas-phase

chemical reaction:; It + NH 3 - [12 + NH2 and D + ND 3 - D, + ND,

Bruce C. Garrett

-i Chemical Dynamics Corporation

9560 Peninsylvania Avenue

Upper Marlboro, MD 20772

Michael L. Koszvkowski and Carl F. Melius

Sandia National Laboratories

Livermore, CA 94550
0

Abstract. Rate constants for the title reactions are computed using variational transition state theory

ith semiclassical ground-state adiabatic transmission coefficients for the temperature range from

-- 2(X) to 24(X) K. The rates are computed from limited information about the potential energy surface

along the minimum energy path as parameters of the reaction path Hamiltonian. The potential

information is obtained from ab initio electronic structure calculations with an empirical bond

additivitv correction. The accuracy of this semiempirical technique for obtaining the potential

*7.-. inrt)ffmati) is tested bv using increasingly higher quality ab initio electronic structure calculations

• before applying the bond additivity correction. For the reactions H + NH 3 _ H2 + NH 2 and D +

ND; -- D-, + ND, the ultimate test is given by comparison with recent experimental results. The

agreement is ,ery goL-d except for the very low temperature results for H + NH -* H2 + NH2;

thc excellent agreement for the reverse reaction in the same temperature range indicates an

,"nc~nitcicv in the e experimental results.
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II\ 0c atoms ;ibstraction reactions are u~biqitous in the COmlbISion Of hlvdrouilte

* c ompondsAs an examnple, the gas-phase chemical reactionl

II Nl. - IL IL.,(R i

I" l r IIno-,;t In the themulI.1 decomposition, pyrolysis, and combustion of ammonia. Thie rate of

reaction (R I )has recently been measured using three different experimental techniques-,t3. these

exper-iet [IScombAine to \Cield rate data from 500 K - where the slowness of the reaction, tests the

imis of, the senlsitl iv tv of the experiental apparatus - uIP to 1777 K. T'hese experiments are InI

mxd creeentwitheachothr intempratre- ions where the\, overlap, but overall they

diauce ith older experiments4' that indicated the reaction was much slower.

Compared to reaction CR1) its reverse

I-I-NH. 1-1 11+N I.; CR2)

ha>, beenI the subjec 'MOf' fewer direct measure tie nts.,,',, 7 aithoneb- it IS also im1portanlt II in mmonia1

combusItion. ITe most recent mleaIsurement of the raite of reaction (R2) extends over the

temperatiurencc from 673 to 1003 K uising I si ngle experimental technIiue 3 and combined with

theearC c Ntu.,v provide reactons rates from 4(W K uIP to I(X)3 K. By\ also stud\in 1( CR1I) in the

>,, ime ce rlien tal ipparatuIS. new% e"tilma'tes ot the thennocheni str\' of the NIlI-) radical have also

helol1M.!i:,tcd. This typle of- informliationl IS useful inl eVaItluI-tile IllbIL11CT~iltad'

rc at in thertes of reactions C R I )and (R2), by dectamdblne

T[he deuterated analog- of realction ( RlI

1) - ND. ---- D., + ND, (R3)

1a', 11al> en stu~died using a SIn.I rileeperimnltal tchniquLe over the temperature range from 590 to

I1-2() 1K.' [lhe experimental rates of rectitons CR1I ) and (R3) have been compared with theoretical

Wlc h~tJ upoii coniventional tr it nstate theorv.9 These calclations utilize in formation about

11e. p e:ricerc urac obtainled froml electronic struIcture' calIculat1ins ,2 using, a bond

::Ce ()~s;I -,1e BAC-NMi.4 Tnlo~ ~ 'he :ierenent of the theory and experiment

-a ,:.:Yt t~ c~eiae harier heII itt abot I18 kcal/mol (or abou)Lt 16 keal/nol wvhen

%**** *,** *%~* ~ ~ *~ .%



corrected for changes in zero point energy,) is reasonable. 2 Curvature in the Arrhenius plot of the

rate for reaction (RI) at low temperatures has been attributed to quantum mechanical tunneling, and

attempts have been made to substantiate this claim using simple tunneling models.

The recent experimental work on the reactions (Rl)-(R3) provides an excellent testing

ground for theoretical methods for predicting gas-phase reaction rates since all three reactions
I

involve the same potential energy surface. One of the purposes of the present paper is to provide a

more rigorous treatment of the dynamics controlling rates of reactions (RI) and (R3) and to also

provide the first theoretical estimates of the rate for reaction (R2) and predictions for its deuterated

analog

1) + ND, D + ND (R4)

Previous calculations on the reaction (R1) and (R3) employed conventional transition state theory

in which the dynamical bottleneck is assumed to occur at the saddle point for the reaction. As will

be sho% n later, because of the nature of the electronic structure information about the potential

energy surface utilized in these calculations, the use of conventional transition state theory leads to

inconsistencies in the treatment- but by basing the calculations upon variational transition state

theory5 2 2 these inconsistencies are no longer a problem. Another advantage of using variational

transition state theory is that it allows for a consistent treatment of quantum tunneling effects

\A hich are important at low temperatures. A second goal of this work is to reexamine the

vihponance of quantum mechanical tunneling in these reactions utilizing consistent semiclassical

:tdiahatic" transmission coefficients and extending the rate data to lower temperatures.

Compared to other dynamical methods for obtaining reaction rates, varia:ional transition

W. state theorv has the practical advantage of not requiring a global representation of the potential

energy surface. From knowledge of the potential in a region around the minimum energy path

connecting reactants to products, accurate estimates of the reaction rate can be made. This type of

. potentiul infonation can be directly obtained from modern electronic structure methods as the

2



~~v. enerev and den v.ati yes of' the encre. Pre llscon1vent jonal trnnsit ion state theory caJallatos of'

the rates fo r rea.tons (RI) and (R') have UtiliZed potential ifrtonobtained by the BAC-MP4

methodl. One of thle mlost im11portant purposes of this paper is to critically evaluate the method

uIsed to obtain this potential eniergv Surfa, i nforiion101

2.Theory'

2. 1. \iniaial tranlsition state theory

\ a!national transition state theory v~ith semiclassical transmission coefficients have been

CMCten> IV\ r-C% Cw% inl the literature. t -2In the present work we briefly review the method with an
emphak on he poentia energy surface information needed for the calculatios

* Conventional transition state theor') reduces the calculation of the rate constant to one of

ULaic AiliiumN ILIstatisticalI mechanICS: thle eluil ibri nml r,11'1 ate is approximated as the equilibrium flux
headd toards reactants t hroull .h d ividi ne' surface located at the saddle point. With this

approx itin. the rate constant k7 T) for temperature T takes onl the simple familiar form

k BT __

k i(1) R eT p Bvk T

Shere k. is B~oltzmann's con stant. h is Planck's constant. Q'(T) is the partition functionl for the

bound (CicsOf I reedoin1 at the saddle. point. dI)~ TIs thle reactants partition ft'Lion0, and \4 is

thco vadlc of theC potential at thre Saddle 110i11t. Thus Conventional transitionl State theoryII requires

M(infonuation1 abou)Lt thc po(tential ener-,vi surfaIc 011I n thle saddle point and reactant reuions. Ifithe

rtrition I mtiSarc conmputedi usine, a harniic approximation then thle mlatix of' second

dcnFi At1% C', (thC Ilessian matrix) it tuffices.

In I, anritonal transition statecher thle dividini- sur-face is v'iewed as a tentative- dynlamlical

H ui ceekto ftix. and the becst bottlenecck (the diV idi In surface a1% I o~ n the least flow of flux) is1

66



located by i \ arimtional procedure. The generalized expression for the thernal rate constant is

-. ein 'I, a I L1:c1ion of the hxation s of the dynamical tleneck along the reaction coordinate

G F k T1'lF QI(T' s)
k I 1T, s)- e'p( V M _(s / k BI)

(2)

v. here Q(-'T.s) is the generalized partition functiOn for the bound degrees of freedom orthogonal

to the reaction path at s, and VMEP(s) is the value of the potential along the reaction path at s. One

version of variational transition state theory, the canonical variational theory (CVT), 23 results from

minimizing eq. (2) with respect to s

CVT G T
4 k (r) min k (T, s (3)

The improved canonical variational theory (ICVT) 24 also variationallv optimizes the location of the

transition state dividing surface for a given temperature, but provides an improved treatment of

threshold energies by using an ensemble which removes energies below the ground-state adiabatic

threshold. To compute the rate constant usinM, either the canonical or improved canonical

variational theory more information about the potential energy surface is required than for a

conventional transition state theory calculation: infornation about the potential in a region around

the reactio ) path is required.

m he rcaction path is defined as the minimum energy path connecting the saddle point with

both the rcactamt and product regions. The ninimum energy path is located by following the path

of steepet decents in both directions from the saddle point in a mass weighted coo-rdinate system

'such that c:i.h degree of freedom has the same effective mass in the kinetic energy expression. The

first step Irom the saddle point is taken along the eigenvector of the negative eigenvalue of the

I lessian. idd 'L1hequent steps are taken in the direction of the negative of the gradient (the first

(derivati , c,t the cncrey 1v Fr , harmonic treatment of the partition functions, the matrix of second

%%
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JIrvu I: aogheInitun ellerg-V path \\II ls~e In this a~ thle JI)OtC[IIhd intOnnlAt

In1 ate a~\cC;~ I-Oa tr thle rateI cot 'an he boundll de Oe f frlCCdOiii are Ercated ILI.IfttLI1

ttecha til - hc artit ionl fancIM i1IS 11e cv 11.ated q naintLuM mechanicallIy\) bUt thle motio10n

:o:1- c er.: nCoordinate (the dfeerce of' freedom corresponding to the nlec-atiVe 6CI eVaIle Ot

KC I Ie'IIXI atile Mddle p)oint ) is treated Classically. Qu~antum~l Mechanical effects Onl thle reaction

ad ~t nuno e~..quntumn mlechanical1 tuinneling is ISicluded by a mltipliCatiVe factor - the

1;1N111 !():1C cocf tliint. The WI -nerC corrction factor25 has been very poplar for estimati ng

.:tan ~xhaicltncliag1III- efeI) ccaa11 c it requi~lres knowAledge of the shape of the Classical

u..mr >Iddlec polit: til, t\ pe of ifomtinCanl be obtained from the negIat ive ei cenval ue

II ~2:t t I." sduI poi,, L rtd. ormticlv. thle approximations of this method are rarely

* i K ~c:;aIrccton.I.e.. 11.\hcn II1. talI iIiportant It occurs over distances mu1Lch longer

achetc -t iudrat K- C pe a o of thle potential near the saddle point. and a mlore

<~:atof tunning- I,, reqjuired.

A 1-01at,11Ct to inc IndiaI g quai m mechanical effects onl react ion coordi nate motion is

a a ~~. braitioa ilv a ad rot at ionaalk Idi abutic theory of'reactions.'2VS When reaction

:,()nIiI trcaI"ed clauNicallv one formi of' variational tasition state theory thle

:a:&~k,:a.& ,ialatlonl tneorv, - \ ields an1 expression for the thennal rate constant which is

r_,:J 1\ 'ci a:>t bIn)IIIed from11 thle adiabatic theoryN of reactions 2.xThuIs it is consistent within

ti.: aa. ti t m tt theory to treait tunniel inc as occurring, throughl the one-mathemnatical-

* Ci: < '., ~a ata:\-rI titiiit ic potential

c I .ct\ dc\of the ua llin numbers for the bound modes and c( ;x (" is the

- ~~ .~! 21 \LtC (It caat I:,e traisiil sta1tecae at N dlomg ithe remhtioti path.

A?- l- b a - kd



For thermal rate constants the tunneling is approximated usirg only the glround state adiabatic

- potential cur'C (=0 ,a hich is denoted V"\ s) The adiabatic approximation is made in a

,:rvilinear cI Mate s% stem. and, alIhough the potential term is very simple, the kinetic energy

term is compli,.ted by factors dependent upon the curvature of the reaction path. For systems in

which the curvaMre of the reaction path is not too severe, the small-curvature semiclassical

adiabatic ground state (SCSAG) method'() includes the effect of the reaction-path curvature to

induce the tunneling path to 'cut the corner' and shorten the tunneling length. Combining the

SCSAG transmission coefficient with the improved canonical variational theory rate constant yields

k IC\T /SCSAG T) SCSAG(T) kICVT(T) (4)

* To construct the adiabatic potential, the type of potential infomation required is identical to that

needed for the variational transition state theory calculation. For the SCSAG calculation it is also

necessarv to know the curvature of the reaction path which can be obtained from the first and

second derivatives of the potential along the reaction path. Thus, to provide a consistent and

accurate estimate of the tunneling, no new information about the potential energy surface is

req uired.

The information about the potential energy surface is used in the POLYRATE program in

the form of parameters of the reaction path Hamiltonian31 at a set of points along the reaction path.

Because of the expense of the electronic structure calculations the information about the potential is

* often limited, and the parameters of the reaction path Hamiltonian are interpolated from a sparse

grid and can he extrapolated out to the asymptotic reactant and product regions. 15,32

o-A

S.2. 1 Quantum chemistry

Despite the developments in quantum chemistry in the past decade, it remains a challenge to

, calculated 'c:.curate potential energy surfaces useful for determi ning rates of activated chemical

Srcactiami'. lhis i, largely dle to the fact that small changes in the harrier height translate into large

0

'A. P~ 'e, -. rA.
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changces in the rea,tion rate .c.,ac Lange of onlv 0.5 kcal/mol at room temperature leads to a

har c in the rate of over a factor of two). Currently, ab initio CalCulations of eneruetics to within

chemical accurmcv is affordable only for relatively small systems. Even so, progress has been

-made in de\ clopinc methods for dcteninin, reaction energetics, but these have relied on empirical

corrections to L) inirio calculations.

lThe concept of a molecule as a collection of individual bonds between atoms is central to

the chemist's view of molecular structure and its rearrangement during reactions. The order of a

bond (e.g,. single bonds between monovalent atoms, double bonds between divalent atoms, etc.)

has been used in establishing empirical rules relating bond order to bond lengths 33 and bond

strengths. 34 The empirical knowledge that the dissociation energy for a given bond with a given

bond order is, in general, roughly the same in different molecules has lead to the chemist's

* intuition that bond strengths are approximately additive. This concept of bond additivitv has been

sUccesSfnllh applied to obtaining estimates of the them-c,hemistr, of stable species.3 5 Within the

"-,,t sCvcml years, this concept has been used in a more quantitative approach (the BAC-MP4

method) in w hich corrections are made to ah im'tio calculations. 10-14 The BAC-MP4 method has

been successfuzlly applied to predicting the thermxhemistry of a wide variety of stable species and

trmnient rdical species that occur in combustion environments. More recently, the method has

been extCeJcd to the calculation of the energetics of transition states for chemical reactions. 1,8,36

Inherent in the BAC-MP4 method is the assumption that geometries and frequencies can be

obtained to a good approximation from a lkartree-Fock calculation using a moderate sized basis.

T [hercf ,re. B\C-NIP4 calculation beCi ns With a I lartree-Fock (HF) optimization to the

'.iiibri am or tran iitian state geometry (i.e., locating the geometry at which the gradient vanishes)

li a c wn r a'tCd aIt(l Ii orbital basis which for the present application is denoted 6-31 G*.37 The

: 0.•I Ic,,,,in n ,r"i, ,., al o c oputCd at the I IF level usig the same basis. The absolute energy for a

-. I,\llyo i.eunctr i,, much harder to accurately compute and requires including a large percentage of

* '.' the Clcctron c rrel tion Anergy .s a first step in this direction, at the optimized I IF geometry, the

* ,39h r ',., by f l fMrth-ordr \ lcr-Plesset pcrturhltion theory'38 ,3  (.P4-SDTQ),

-7
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"in:uding the effects of all single, double, triple, and quadruple excitations in the contracted atomic

orbital basis denoted 6-31G**. 37 Although the MP4 method does include a large fraction of the

electron correlation energy, there are still errors due to basis set and higher order correlation

eftects, so the bond additivity correction (BAC) is applied.

The BAC correction is given as the stm of contributions over all bonds in the molecule

E - (Ailo 0  -E p' r4  -H 0 A.. exp x.. Ri F1" fijkBAC t I i j < i k # i(6)

where All() is experimental atomic heat of fornation of atom i, EM P4 is the atomic energy

computed at the MP4 level for atom i, Aij and 0xij are parameters determining the strength and

range of the correction, R is the length of the bond between atoms i and j, and the terms fijk damp

- out the bond additivity correction when atom k is bonded to either atom i orj. This damping factor

takes the form

fijk =  
- FjF k exp -2x ik(R ik -R0) } { - FiFkexpp-ajk (R jk- R 0)j}

(7)

,here the parameters Fi are dependent only on the type of atom i. A bond is assumed to be formed

between atoms i and j if the bond length is less than some cutoff value

SR<1.3Rat at)
!5 1. 3 iR + R .8

Ij~i J /(8)

where the parameter Rat is a measure of the atomic radius of atom i.

% The parameters of the BAC-MP4 methox are fitted to a database of experimental heats of

formation of atomic and molecular species in a least squares sense. First the parameters AEi are

fitted to reproduce atomic heats of formation, then the parameters A , otij, and Fi are fitted to
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reproduC diatomic ,and polvatomic heats of formation. Because the pz!rameters are fitted to heats

of formation of molecular species, the BAC contains corrections to the zero point vibrational

enerey of the molecules as w, ell as to the absolute energies. The values of the parameters of the

.\C are thcrefore dependent upon the fact that the geometry and I lessian matrix are computed at

the I IF level as waell as the fact that the absolute energies are computed by the MP4 method. In

addition, the values of the parameters also depend on the nature of the basis sets used in the ab

lii;, clelIations. but we do not study basis set behavior in the present work. In the present

paper . e denote this method HF-/BAC-MP4 to distinguish it from other possibilities described

belowk. The parameters for the I-IF/BAC-MP4 method used in this study are presented in Table I.

Iiine the IIF/BAC-\1P4 method. the saddle point for the reaction is located at the HF level

but the energy at the saddle point is determined by a MP4 calculation followed by a BAC

correction. Therefore, although the gradient and Hessian matrix correspond to the saddle point

(i.e., the gradient vanishes and the Hessian has one negative eigenvalue) the energy along the

"mirnimuim energy path is not necessarily at its maximum at the saddle point. This inconsistency of

the potential information makes the use of conventional transition state theory questionable since it

is based on a knowledge of the potential energy surface only near the saddle point. and the
potential encrgv can increase appreciably upon moving off of the saddle point along the minimum

eneruv path . The variational transition state theory utilizes informnation all along the nlinimum

Cnergy path and the saddle point is not singled out as a special location. The variations of both the

potential and the frequencies of the bound modes normal to the reaction path are included in the

0 \TST calcUu1 ation and the fact that the gradient vector vanishes at one location along the mininimum

path i4 of no practical consequence in the calculations.

The I IF/BAC-NIP4 method provides a practical method for ohtaining infonation about the

potcnti al and variational transition state theory provides for a consistent use of this information in

calc lating ua rate constant. After the saddle point is located at the I-IF level, the minimum energy

pth i, lh-ated by following the path of steepest decents into the reactant and product regions. The

* .-],t vCeen r and I lessiam niatrix are computed at the IIF level usine the 6-31G* basis and these
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arc uCd in deternininu the minimum energy path. At each geometrv alon, the minimum energv

plith the energy is obtained by a \1P4-SDTQ calculation using the 6-3 1G** basis followed by the

BAC correction. To insure that the BAC correction is a continuous function of the reaction

',:ordinate, the BAC correction is always computed for bonds which are being broken and made in

the course of the reaction and the criteria given in eq. (8) is not used for these special 'bonds'..

:\ major concern in using the t tF/BAC-Ml14 method is the accuracy of the computed

potential energy surface informnation. One test of this is the comparison of computed rates with

experimental ones. Tests of this nature can sometimes be inconclusive because cancellations of

errors can lead to fortuitous agreement. Another test is to improve the quality in the underlying ab

inirio calculation to decrease the magnitude of the empirical bond additivity correction and test the

effect on the computed rate constant. As a first step in this direction, we have reevaluated the

potential information using the MP2/BAC-MP4 method. In this method the geometry of the

equilibrium structure or transition state is determined using a full second-order Moller-Plesset

perturbation theory (\IP2-SD) calculation including the effects of all single and double excitations

in the contracted atomic orbital basis denoted 6-3 IG*. The matrix of second derivatives is also
calculated at the MP2 level at the same geometry. The minimum energy path is located by

follo,,wing the path of steepest descents using the gradient vectors and Hessian matrices computed

at the NIP2 level. For each point along the minimum energy, the energy is computed by the MP4-

SDTQ method using the 6-3lG** basis followed by a BAC calculation. Because the geometries

and vibrational frequencies are different at the HF and MP2 levels, the BAC correction is also

different . The parameters are refitted to experimental heats of formation as in the HF/BAC-MP4

method and the parameters used in the MP2/BAC-MP4 calculations are shown in Table I.

2,3. Anhar-mnonicitv

In a variational transition state theory calculation based upon a global potential energy

surface the effects of anharmonicity in the potential energy surface are included using, the

i tidc peudcn t- in i)mll- m×(ie approximation by including the principal anharnon icities in each mnioe.

I ()
I
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WheCn thle [ utjuil enere-\ \utc Itnfrlation is Included as parameters of the realction path

i:I.oinan. .aar'umonlic eft ects can Still he incorporated bhcldn third and fourthl derivative

: eL POttIa lonIIe,- thc I!d IL en IIde nlt no0111.1 11modes. II C fts Of an It f o IM1011c itV are I Imu ortIn t

TIu"i't !he 11inclded to obtain accurate estimaes of the rate constants,.

Ihe hond Uadditl i v correct ion is based upon0f i tormation aboK)LIt the potential energy su~rtace

oiV: t1rT"hJ (11uadratic termIs but is designed to lit the experimental heats of format ion Of bound

11.A hic iclude the effe-cts of anhar-nonicity. Therefore, thle BAC method has

&LIhannon101ic tcfC tS buil11t 11nto it in an averaged sen,- not on a mode-bv-mode basis. The harmnonic

trC( ienCIcics comIputed at the [ IF level are know n to be systematicall 1: high and the BAC method1

f )rItsfo this discrepancy as k ell . including the effects of anharmonicitv. Anharmonic effects

are: mos t Important for lowest f'reqIuenIcy. modes and for thle reactions studied here the lowest

*fr*:(1Cq I aenv mde of thle reactionl comIplex IS a bound vibrational motion in the interaction region but

bec2,:on Is a hindered rotor in the asymptotic recions. PreCvious calculations on this system1l have

* -fou.nd that at the [ IF saddle point thle hindered rotor part it ion fun ction and harmnonic oscillator

m rt m nton di'ffer by on lv 1 51 T1is-s enoruingIor computing the canonical v'ariational

theryrat cn as or hch hedyamical bottleneck is located near the II1F saddle poinit where

the harnmm ic aipproxrmation is expected to be valid. I lowever. thle caculated tunnelin iieCorrection

at( )r II i be subject to greater Uncertainties for lower temperature w here contributions to the

tu a 1cne. n itctor come from low er energies ~ tihsample a more extensive rangec of the reaction

x a te. It the present ,t udy. all modes are treaited \h hi n the harmonic approximation wt

* ni n tct neietnoii le1.\.Limits, On the ranee of thle tunneling at d ifferent

-. Critre Ill he reLported as a lide to thle aCCUra Cy Of' thle tunLCinI1 Corrections.

Sr1aleorithmus fo0r dctc~rmnMui the ninliutum1 energy1 path\ haCC~ enICStI'~ and one Of

:c~aN: : ci:: ~ethds ~ lin nricica accrac othout I15' is l reiired is the lo% est Order

* I:lcroic-1cr alon1111I. [his meILthod uses only thle 11tormiatioit abhout the "ait atile Ctirrent
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geometr} to predict the next geometry along the mininmm energy path. In the present study the
min1imum energy path was located using a gradient follow ing algorithm suggested by Page and

NiclVera 0 Ahich utilizes both the gradient vector and I lessian matrix in determining the new

-eometrv along the reaction path. The initial step from the saddle point was taken along the

eigenvector of the negative eigenvalue of the I lessian matrix. Tests were preformed of the

convergence of the ICVT/SCSAG rate constant with respect to the step size taken in the gradient

foklo in g aleolithm and the step size at which the the energy and derivative infonnation was stored

for use in interpolation of the parameters of the reaction path I lamitonian. Since the fHessian

matrix is used in the gradient following algorithm, the two step sizes are the same. Decreasing the

step size from 0.10 to 0.05 a was found to change the computed rates at 3(X) K by less than 20%

and a step size of 0.05 a0 is used in this work.

The tunneling correction factor computed using the SCSAG method is sensitive to the

extent of the reaction path. Extending the reaction path to 0.8 ao towards the H + NH 3 asymptote

and 1.2 a, towards the H2 + NI 1, asymptote was sufficient to converge the computed rates to

within 10 at 300 K and about 25% at 200 K. For the D + ND 3 reactions and its reverse (R4),

the reaction path was extended out to 0.36 ao towards the D + ND 3 asymptote and 0.88 ao towards
the D- + ND asymptote. This was sufficient to converge the ICVT/SCSAG rate to better than

157 at 300 K but uncertainty of about 50% in the 200 K rate remains.

-4. Results and discussion

4.1. Thermochemistry of the reactants and products

As a guideline to the type of accuracy expected from the I IF/BAC-MP4 method in

* cmputing thermochemical data for bound molecular species a comparison is presented of

experimental : 1 and computed heats of fomrination and free energy of formation of the reactant and

prdtluct .pecic, (it the reactions studied here. Note that by definition the heat of formation and free

02
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,X%' Y-w - - - . r - w-w v %- X- wl A 1

kirc t t nnaionX0 of, 1T and L), are zero at all temperatures. The therniochemic.al data for the

rInaI I Ii Pu ,pecciis are sho\\ n in Tables 11.

The BA;C- NI l1 results are in excellent aereement w ith the J\N AF tables for all1 species
ecepcit NIl and _ ND,. For N1IV and ND, the resultS agree wel at lowe 1temperatrsbu h

T3AC- NTP4 tree eneruies oft formationl systemaIticallyV Underestimate those from the J ANAF. tables at

h1_hrtnpcrat~ires. The room temnperatutre heat of formnation of' NI 1,~ as reported in thle J.-NAF

ttbles is in _,ooJ agreemnrt with recent experimental results of Gibson et. eil: 2 (45.8±+). 3

kcail,1ol) and I Tack ct. u/.~ . kcal/mol . Based onl bond addit ivity relationships. Benson

has predic:tedf the room tempera1tuLre heat of fonnation of NH, to bt 46 kcal/mol and from Bensons

t'ihe s, thle heat of, fonnlat ion of' NIT 1, can be estimated at higher temiperature to be 52 and SS

kcaliiml i t I ( )(X$) and 1 5001 K. respecri vel v. These are consi sten tly higeher that thle JANA F tables

* ah ich report 443and 44.0 kclluol at these same temiperatures. The themmnicheiistry of Nil,-

and M),. above roomi temiperat nrc remnai ns LIncrum 1 an d the I3AC- \1P4 method presents a

n'entprkCed are for obanicreliable estimates, at these temiperatures.

4.2. T1 Nil, - If- Nil, and IL, + Nil,- IfT Nil,, reaction rates

c'. i pn n4 te ptenta Ienegy urv N\EP(S) and thle ground-state adiabatic

1p01tential CurVe \\ for the I IBAC- N1P4 and NIP2/BAC-%1P4 methods IS givenl in Fi."Urc 1.

Comparison of the rates, fr recZItionl (R I )comlputed by the ICVTF/SCSAG method Using thle

poten'tial information obtained by thle I TF/3AC-MP4 and MP2/BAC-MiP4 methods is aiven in

l,'bNe '1and Fi,_nrc 2. The potential along the minimum ener :v path and thle adiabatic potential

cti~\CIh'avr sii11ni.ar shapes for thle tw,,o methods, although the MP2/BAC-MP4 resltS are

Nh hel N i lTv1( ) thle left. The classical ba-rrier hei fhts are verv simillar, 17. 1 kcaT/mol for

1IT BAC :\1 1I 4 et nparedo to I 0.7 keal/mol fo~r \1P2/B AC-MNIP4. and the adiabatic barriers are T15.5

IS.? kcal/.o at-io e the reaictant -1ero point energies for the I IF/I3AC-NIPI4 and NIP2AC-\1P14

lott #6\ re0.tr clv%.



The rate constants computed using this potential information agree well for temperatures

Ni-o ,e 30() K. At 300 K and below tunneling is very important and the rates are sensitive to finer

dCtailS Of the adiabatic potential curves. At 300 K, the rates computed using the two sets of

potential information differ by only 50% but at 200 K the aifference increases to a factor of 3.1.

These results arc very encouraging for obtaining accurate rates for a modest computing effort at all

temperatures except those A here very deep tunneling is important.

In Table 4 a comparison is made between the different dynamical methods of computing the

rate constants for reaction (RI) using the potential information obtained by the HF/BAC-MP4

method. The results of conventional transition state theory (denoted TST) and the improved

canonical ', aiational theotx (ICVT) neglect quantum mechanical tunneling effects whereas the

improved canonical variational theory with small-curvature semiclassical adiabatic ground-state

transmisSion coefficient (ICVT/SCSAG) includes tunneling within the vibrationally and

rotationallv adiabatic approximation. As described earlier, the HF/BAC-MP4 energy along the

-minimum energy path is not a maximum at the HF saddle point; therefore, it is not surprising that

the ICVT results are much smaller than the TST ones. At 1000 K the TST results are higher by
4

-. about 70% and at 300 K they are higher by about a factor of 5.5. Tunneling is very important for

this reaction contributing 99.86%, 91.3%, 47.2% and 25.6% to the thermal reaction rate at 200,

300, 600, and IO(X) K, respectively, by the SCSAG method. A large enhancement in the rate is

ohserved Al hen tunneling is included - the ICVT/SCSAG rates are larger than the ICVT ones by

factors of 44.5, 7.7, 2.4, and 1.4 at 300, 400, 600, and 1000 K, respectively.

The reaction rates computed by the the ICVT/SCSAG method with the HF/MP4-BAC

potential information for reaction (R1) are compared with the experimental reaction rates1 3 in
Figure 3. The overall agreement is very good except at the lowest temperatures which is discussed

Sin more detail below. Arrhenius fits to the experimental results give activation energies of

16.0-().2 kcal/mol for the temperature range from 908 to 1777 K, 1 17.2+0.8 kcal/mol for the

temperature range from 5(X) to 1140 K.2 and 14.6±1.0 kcal/mol for the temperature range from

*0. 673 to 1()3 K.3 Activation energies derived from the computed rates show an interesting behavior

Lj1 14
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of initially increasing with increasing tenperature but turning around and decreasing at even higher

temperature: e.g.. tile computed activation energies are 12.9, 14.7, 17.1, and 14.7 kcal/mnol over

the temperature ranges -400-600 K, 600-1000 K, 1000-1500 K, and 1500-2400 K respectively. In

cieoral the agreement between the experimental and computed activation energies is excellent;

hoy, ever, he theoretical results systematically underestimate the experimental reaction rate

inlicatin: a systematic overestimate in tile free ener-v of activation. The underestimation of the

rate may be attributed to a barrier height which is too large; however, lowering just the barrier will

tend to decrease the activation energy which is inconsistent vith the experiments. Another

possibility is that the energetics are approximately correct (i.e., the ground-state adiabatic barrier is

about right and that the entropic factors controlled by the higher lying vibrational levels are not

accurately described.

a The theoretical rate constants fall within the experimental error bars of Marshall and

F:,lli.n 2 for all temperatures above 660 K. Below this temperature the experimental results show
much more curvature in the Arrhenius plot than the theoretical rates and at 500 K the experimental

rate, are higher than the theoretical ones by about a factor of 4. Such curvature in the Arrhenius

plot is often attributed to quantum mechanical tunneling, but in the present calculations the large

,,.€ amount of tunneling necessary to reproduce the experimental curvature is inconsistent with the

excellent aereement between theory and experiment for temperatures above 660 K. For example,

at 660 K the SCSAG tunneling correction factor is about 2 and gives good agreement with

experiment. \t 5() K the SCSAG tunneling correction factor is 3.6 but would have to be about

* 15 to agree ,v ith experiment. To reproduce this sharp increase in tunneling over such a small

ch,ae in temperature would require a radically different shape of the adiabatic potential which is

inlconistent with the reliability established in previous tests and uses of the methods.

Tahle 5 presents the reaction rates computed by the the ICVT/SCSAG method with the

I IF/MP4-BAC potential information for reaction (R2) and these are compared with the

,pcritncntAl ones of I lack Lt. al. and )em issv and IesclauxX6 in Fiure 4. The agreement with

* he h % tilnpcrat trc results of Demisv and Lesclaux is excellent (differences of 18-40 1 ) bit it

r J15



hijher temperatures the computed rates are factors of 2.2 to 2.7 lower than the results of !|ack et.

al. The discrepancy at the higher temperatures can be attributed to uncertainties in the heat of

formation of NI tI. At lover temperatures the computed heat of formation of NH. agrees well with

the experimental values and we expect less uncertainty in the computed rate constant.

The rates of reaction (R2) are related to those of reaction (R I) by detailed balance.

Kno\ ledge of the equilibrium constant as a function of temperature allows calculation of rates for

one of the reactions from the other. At lower temperatures the heats of formation of all four

species (tvo reactants and two products) are accurately known, thus the equilibrium constant can

be accurately computed at these temperatures. Therefore, the good agreement between the

computed rates and the experimental results of Demissy and Lesclaux for reaction (R3) is

inconsistent with the poorer agreement obser\,ed between theory and the experimental results of

4 Marshall and Fontijn2 for temperatures below 660 K. This is further evidence of the inconsistency

of the low temperature experimental results for reaction (RI).

4.3. D + ND 3 - D2 + ND 2 and D- + ND 2 -+ D + ND 3 reaction rates

Table 5 also presents the reaction rates computed by the ICVT/SCSAG method using the

HF/BAC-MP4 potential information for reaction (R3) and (R4). These computed rates for reaction

(R3) are compared with experimental one of Marshall and Fontijn 8 in Figure 5. Once again the

agreement is excellent, although the theoretical results systematically underestimate the reaction

rates. This underestimate is consistent with our observations for the H + NH 3 --+ H2 + NH 2

4 reaction that some feature of the potential energy surface is giving rise to a free energy of activation

which is too low. Compared to reaction (R 1), tunneling is less important for the deuterated

reaction. For example, at 300 K, the ICVT/SCSAG transmission coefficient is 44.5 for reaction

R RI) and only 8.5 for (R2), and at 600 K these decrease to 2.4 and 1.6, respectively. As for

reaction (R 1), the good agreement between the computed and experimental activation energy

indicates that the reaction energetics are approximately correct but the entropic factors controlled by

IIhi gher lying vibrational levels leads to the underestimate of the rates.

4
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.\t the lo , r end ot the ,.xpcrim cntal temperature range, 5,() K. the agreemnt between the

theiorcti,.al and c peritmenta l ratc for reaction R3 )is excellent. This is in contrast to the

divercnce of theory and experiment for reaction (RI ) in this temperature range. At 6(X) K, the

o11.. dominant contrhuh1 tiLn to the tunneling C.'curs at energies about 1. 1 and 0.2 kcal/mol below the

adiabatic barrier maximum for reactions (RI) and (R3). respectively. At these energies the ran,,e

of' the adiabatic potential important in the tunneling calculations is given by the classical turning
" points at s=-t).35 and 0.01 for reaction (RI ), and s=-0.22 and -0.07 for reaction (R3). For

reaction (R I ) the tunnel in g is deeper (at lower energies) and extends over a wider range of the

,1diahatic potential curve. I lowever, the range of tunneling for both reactions at this temperature is

quite ,1ho:t. 'o enhance the tunneling in reaction (R i) to match experiment would require an

iadiabatic potential which drop off much more precipitously. This would enhance the tunneling in

* rcaction R3 ) as well and lead to an overestimate of the rate in this temperature range. Thus, the

. . ,Cd agreement near 580 K seen for reaction (R3) is inconsistent with the large underestimate for

Sc ioi (R I at the same temperature.

5. Conli>ions

Rate constants have been computed for the gas-phase chemical reactions Y1 + Nft 1 -, +

Nil, and D + ND3  D, + N) 2 over the temperatture range from 200 K to 2400 K. The rates are

el np Iited by variational transition state theory with semiclassical adiabatic ground-state

transni,,ion coefficients 15-22 using limited information about the potential energy surface along

the reaction path. This type of infomiation about the potential can be obtained directly from ah

mmtu' electronic structure calculations of the enerv and its first and second derivative with respect

1, 0 rdinat es. In the present caleCLitions, ah initio information is empirically ad.justed by the

lAC-ll-4 mcthod 1(1-l a to vicld more reliable predictions of the reaction energetics.

The ue of variational transition state theory in these calculations is mandated for several

rc,1,: ( Ii) it i clides the factors most important in controlling the rate of chemical reactions and

I, curr etly the most cost effective method for obtaining reliable predictions of rates for a variety of

17
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gs-phase reaction: (2) it is capable of utilizing limited information about the potential along the

IflinimLIm enerv path without requiring a global potential energy surface: (3) because of the

nature of the semiempirical potential infornation utilized in this work, the dynamical bottleneck for
%

the reaction does not occur at the saddle point for the reaction and a variational procedure to locate

the optimum dividing surface is needed: and (4) it provides a consistent method for incorporating

quant,11tUm mechanical tunneling effects w hich are crucial for accurate predictions of the rates.

especially at temperatures below (0) K.

% The BAC-%1P4 method is a cost effective means of obtaining reliable infornation about the

potential energy surface that is needed as input into the variational transition state theory

calculations. With current computational capabilities, it is unpractical to calculate the necessary

potential information from ab initio electronic structure calculations, and the use of semiempirical

m methods is required. The accuracy of the semiempirical potential information has been critically

tested in this paper. Improving the quality of the underlying ah initio calculation from a Hartree-

- Fock (IF) calculation to a full second-order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2-SD)

calculation decreased the magnitude of the empirical bond additivitv correction. Comparison of the

. rate constants computed using the potential information from the HF/BAC-MP4 and MP2/BAC-

*..-. %P4 methods showed little difference except at temperatures below 3(X) K where tunneling is more

sensitive to details of the potential information. The good agreement obtained here is encouraging

for the applicability of the more practical HF/BAC-MP4 to generate potential information for a

variety of chemical reactions.

• As a further tests of the methods employed here, the computed rates were compared with

experiment for the reactions II + NI - 11. + and D + ND 3 -- D, + ND. For the reaction

H1 + NI l3 --* 112 + N Il, (RI), theory and experiment are in excellent agIreement for temperature

, frrm 06() K to 177) K. F:or temperatures below 660 K the experimental rates become larger than

the theoretical ones v,ith differences of about a factor of 4 at 500 K. The computed reaction rates

to(fr tie r,,wtin if, + N I -4 If + Ni 13 (R2) are in excellent agreement with experimental ones but

• the awreement i, not as g(ood at higher temperatures. The larger discrepancies at larger temperature
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arC attI butCd to large uncrCtainties in the thermochemistry of the Ni l, radical. Reaction (R2) is the

i-., cr,c ot (R I and the rates are related bv detailed balance- therefore, the excellent agreement

.. ccn thcor% and c\periment fOr the latter reaction at the lower temperatures is inconsistent with

:i.c ]. rr di,:repancics sectt for the reverse reaction. (RI) in the same temperature range. The

• lI.uted and cxpcrimental rates for the deuterated reaction D + ND 3 -- D,, + ND-, are in excellent

j:CCcIcnt o cr the entire expeliimental temperature range from 590 to 1220 K. Once again, the

.- ",'c~cnlt at the lower temperatures for this reaction is inconsistent with the large discrepancies

,,Kcic\ d in the same temperAture range for reaction (RI).

The overall good agreement of the computed rate constants using different levels of theory

ir the potential infomation and the good agreement between the computed and experimental rate

,on ,txits have given more confidence in the theoretical methods utilized here. The larger

4 Jit'crcncc be-tween theory and experiment for reaction (R 1) at low temperatures indicate that the

c\,, triments should be reevaluated in this ranee.
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Table 1. BAC-MP4 parameters for the FH + NH 3 reaction system.

FIF/BAC-MP4 MP2/BAC-MP4

A tH 4A(kcal/mol) 51.63 51.63

Ar1 1(% kcal1mo) 112.53 112.53

ElP4(lartree) -0.498232 -0.498232

ElQ4(tlartree) -54.473256 -54.473256

Fi{ 0.000001 0.000001

FN  0.2174 0.2174

R't(A) 0.36 0.36
li

RQt(A) 0.71 0.71

AHH(kcal/mol) 18.98 18.92

ANH(kca/mol) 69.66 68.06

OXfj(A ) 2.0 2.0

ONH(A) 2.0 2.0

R(I(A) 1,4 1.4

-I
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T;ble . Thermochemistrv for reactant and product species for the reactions NI I3 + H -1 NH, +

11, and ND; [ -D ND-, + D, (Energies are in kcal/mol.)

Nil. tt NIl, ND 3  D ND,

A I1 T=)K -9.3' 51.6 46.7 -15.5 51.6 41.3

-9.3b 51.6 46.2 -12.3 52.5 45.0
-.,

A III=300K -11.0 52.1 46.2 -17.2 52.1 38.5

-11.0 52.1 45.5 -14.0 53.0 44.3

\(I =,((K -4.0 48.5 49.1 -9.4 48.4 45.0

-3.9 48.6 47.8 -6.2 49.3 46.9

At ('jT=600K) 3.7 44.8 55.3 -1.1 44.6 52.5

3.8 44.8 50.3 2.1 45.5 49.8

* d)(T= 10)00K) 14.7 39.5 65.7 10.4 39.1 64.4

14.8 39.6 54.1 13.7 40.1 53.8

A G{0 (T= I500K) 28.9 32.5 80.5 24.9 32.0 81.0

28.8 32.6 59.1 28.1 33.1 59.0

a Top entry is from HF/BAC-MP4 calculations

h Lower entry is from JANAF tables (ref. 41).
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Tahle 3. Compaison of IC\'T/SCSAG reaction rates (inl units of cnfm)lolecLll I ) COmIputed

L I, ii I,:Io di ffecn I Iet ISISOf In [Iforimiat Iil abo)ut the potenrt IalI energy SurIfaIce.

"F, K I IF/IAC-MP14 \1P2/Bt\C-NIP4

2)9.9x 102'4 3.2x 10-2'

4U()2.Ox 10- 1. 6x l 1 -

oo)4. - 1) 16 4.)X 1() 16

6.9x 10-12 x Ix



Table 4. Comparison of three levels of variational transition state theory rate constants (in units of

C.IIeamolecule - s-l1 for reaction (R1) computed using HF/BAC-MP4 potential information.

T, K TST ICVT ICVT/SCSAG
200 1.4x 10- 26  .1x10 2 7  9.9x 10- 24

2'300 2.2 x1() - 2 1  4.1x10 -2 2  1.8x10 - 20

400 9.2x 10 19  2.6.x 10 19  2.0x 10- 18

600 4.2x10 1 6  1.8x10 1 6  4.5x10 1 6

-5" 1000 7.7x 1()- 1 4  4.6x 10- 14  6.2x 10- 14

1500 1.4x 10- 12  9.5x 10- 13  1.lx10- 12

2400 1.7x 10- 11  1.0x 10- 12  6.9x 10- 12

% %•M
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Table 5. ICVT/SCSAG thenmal rate constants for three reactions computed using IIF/BAC-MP4

potential infornation.

T,K 1-1, + NI., D+ND D,+ ND,

- 200 5.4x 10 .2( 4.9x 10. 26 1.6x 10-21
a~; . . 18(-22-9

.100 2.,x 10" 8.2x l 2.8x 10 9

400 3.6x10- 17  lx I o 7.8x 10- 8

--. '600 1.()x 1() 15 1. 1 x 10- 16 3.5x 10 16

1000 2.8x 10 '- 2.7x 10- 4  .3x 10-14

1500 2.2x 10-13 6.1 x 10- 13  1.3x 10- 13

2400 8.7x 10-13 8.8x 10-12  1.1 x 10- 12
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Figure Captions

ii. r1. Comnparison of potential energy along the minimum energy path [VMEp(S)] and

-round-stte adiabatic potential [VA(s)] as a function of reaction coordinate s

computed using the HiF/BAC-MP4 method (solid curves) and the MP2/BAC-MP4

method (dashed curves) for the reaction H + NH 3 --- H, + NH 2 .

-,L Figure ". Rate constants as a function of temperature for the reaction H + NH 3 -- I2 + NH,

-computed using, the improved canonical variational theory with small-curvature

semiclassical adiabatic around-state transmission coefficient from potential

infornation obtained using the HF/BAC-MP4 method (solid curves) and the

'IP2/BAC-,IP4 method (dashed curves).

* Figure 3. Comparison of computed and experimental rate constants for the reaction H + NI- 3

-> H, + NH. The experimental results are from P. larshall and A. Fontijn, ref.

(2), denoted MF (0); the Arrhenius fit of J. V. Michael, J. W. Sutherland, and R.

B. Klemm, ref. (1), denoted MSK (short dashed curve); and the Arrhenius fit of

.- W. Hack, P. Rouveirolles, and H. Gg. Wagner, ref. (3), denoted HRW (long

dashed curve). The solid line is the result of the improved canonical variational

theory with small-curvature semiclassical adiabatic ground-state transmission

coefficient (ICVT/SCSAG) from potential information obtained using the HF/BAC-

MP4 method.

F1Liwure 4. Comparison of computed and experimental rate constants for the reaction H2 +

NIt, ---1 I + Nil The experimental results are the Arrhenius fit of W. Hack, P.

ROuIVeirmllCs. and 1i. Gg. Wagner, ref. (3), denoted I IRW (short dashed curve)

and the Arrthcnitus fit of M. Dcni.',sy and R. LeCsclaux, ref. (6), denoted DL (long

d.hed C urc ). The sodid lIinc i the result of the improved canonical variational

thc ,rx lth \naI I-c.urvat arc sctmiclassic:l adiabatic groLInd-staIe transmission

%~ %. % % % , *j ~ ~ ~ P ~



II
coefficient (ICVT/SCSAG) from potential information obtained using the HF/BAC-

MP4 method.

E Figure 5. Comparison of computed and experimental rate constants for the reaction D + ND3

D-, + ND-. The experimental results are from P. Marshall and A. Fontijn, ref.

(8), de!,oted MF (0). The solid line is the result of the improved canonical

variational theory with small-cur'ature semiclassical adiabatic ground-state

transmission coefficient (ICVT/SCSAG) from potential information obtained using

the -IF/BAC-MP4 method.
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* Appendices B.

Thermiochemical kinetic analysis of tunneling and the incorporation

of tunneling contributions in thermochemnical kinetics
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Thermochemical Kinetic Analysis of Tunneling

and the Incorporation of Tunneling Contributions

in Thermochemical Kinetics

Donald G. Truhlar

Department of Chemistry

University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, MN 55455

Bruce C. Garrett

Chemical Dynamics Corporation

9560 Pennsylvania Avenue

Upper Marlboro, MD 20772

(Received:

Abstract. We partition the phenomenological enthalpy and entropy of activation for five hydrogen-

atom transfer reactions, II + II-, ---> I.) + 11, D + lI-, --4 -ID + 1t, II + D, -- I ID + D, O( 3P) + 1t,

Oil + I, and OII + I- -4 11,0 + 1I into quasithermody'namric and nonquasithermodynamic

substantial and "nonsubstantial") contributions. The latter, which are not considered explicitly

in previous thermochemical kinetic models, are very significant. The present analysis could serve

as the start of a semiempirical data base for the inclusion of variational and tunneline effects inI

futunre themochemical kinetic models.
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From a knovA ledge of thle Str Litre and vibrational frequencies of bound chemical species,

statistical mechanics provides the prescription for the direct Calculation of thei-nochemical data SuCh1

as heats of formation of stable compounds and heat release and eqlUilibrium constants for chemical

reactions. IThe structural and energetic information can be reduIced i nto thermodynamnic qlUantities,

thle enthalpy and entropy, which can be accurately approximated using bond additivity and group

additivity relationships. Thle quasithermodynamic formiutation of conventional transition state

theory2'3 allows these ideas to be extended to tf e estimation of reaction rate constants.

Ini thermochemnical kinetics La usiequliIbriumr is postulated between reactants and a

transition state complex and thle conventional transition state theory rate constant V(T) is expressed

in terms of the associated quiasieqjuilibriuin constant K ;(T) as

kKIV () AiK (' 1Ii

In cq nat l m I .ki H s Boltzmann's con stunlt. T is the temperature. h1 is P~lanck's constanit. C' is the

'ncctra M tn ilte stanldard stae nd Anl i" thle stoch ometric change Ii thle number ofmo 1si

- ~J\iI1 fro thereacant,. to thle tranitin'6 State. The e'iirim cntnt c~an he expressed InI

intiiii't to the ulI~ua thcmlod\ na(u uanitIiS

K T) cp( A (I', RT) 2

* A',~rclit!e co~ni lliranIiiio \tate1 theory. approx mation to the standaird staite free

crr\o lti tt'1at temperat-;Iure T andlk R is thle ascountaInt. (IThe statndar-d state for all

-'iLJatktm\ jtnd tti~c,, in tit paiper i, the idc.1l 13s tte at 1 atm.) The free eev tact itio a

% * % 
N' -



T A 'S I, + AXI T()

Shere A I I .and A ~S- are thle enthalpy and entropy of activation, respective ly, at temperature

1, and are related to thle eqUilibritim constant by thle standard thermodynamnic relationship

~d In K
A I~ I' zRT -I (4)

d I
x RT--- -( - R In K1)T) (5)

Vwan ida .a'. at a stiand~ard Suite of' 11'I atm. thle concentration of thle standard state is civen by

P RU an. n in~eq.1. AS' and ~ I~.can be expressed in terms of the reaci, rt

c ~':ntl~Fr tii1 h tlilr rkeietion (An' -I) e obtain

I I'~ RT (lIri k - 2RT (6)

'A Kr ' 1 A\~ fl~ro Umber. and I] IS I for V(T) in miolar Units and (f or kt (Tt In iocj

In) nin c \NCCulI practical accuracy can he obtained byetiltn A*

b~ ~oupaddItivyitv ad Computinrg thle rate constant 11rorn eqs I- l

1)aplil Mn CI x~hnconventional tri1"tion State theory;- or varia1,tionl !rn

a te mpelirat Lire- Independentt transition State, iV acecorate, In t hi ta \c
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ac:tivt paramleters mnay be interpreted in terms of the free energy (or enthalpy and entropy)

chneon passing to a single transition state complex. For this interpretation the transition state is

treated just like a bound, stable molecule except that one degree of freedom is missing,

corresponding to tile reaction coordinate. all the bound internal degrees of freedom can be analyzed

in teris of tile structure and vibrational frequencies. In many cases, however, this simple picture

brcdks do~krn because the variational transition state depends on temperature or is not a good

d%~ naimical bottleneck, because Of noneqCiilibriurn effects, or because of quantal effects on reaction-

coordillnate mlotioll.'- 'II such c3Ses, if the rate constant is still represented by eqs. ( 1) and (2),

AG Cannot10 be caklulatedl by statistical mechanics from the properties of a single transition state

complex.~~~~ ~~ nth prtf ouadIit though, anl attempt canl be made to represent these effects

hy additiona "g-1"contributions. We will call such contributions "nonsubstantial'
con t rib ollns.

1'hJt"

The rate constant can be expressed in terms of a transmission coefficient K(T) which

incIludes thle nonSUbStanltial Contributions arid a rate constant kGTST(T,s) based on a single

Stem hperatre- independe nlt location s of the generalized Fansition state:

VF)= K(T) k("TSTT,s) (8)

Ve intnlur ce thle factorizations

V

3
S

%]' ,.%epodn %o %h ecinc. dn :altebudinenldgeso reo a eaaye

in~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ te4;o h ,tutr n irtoa rqee. I aycss oeer hssml itr

breksdon ecus te aratonl rasiio sttedeens n emertue r s ota4oo



where AsS 0 and ASH 0 are substantial activation parameters obtained from the properties of aT T

generalized transition state, "a substance", by expressions analogous to eqs. (4) and (5), and

A 0S and AnH 0 are nonsubstantial activation parameters obtained from

AnHO 0 RT 2d In K;
A T T (11)

S T dT

A S RT + R In K(T) (12)T dT

The nonsubstantial activation parameters AnS and AnH0 parametrize contributions from

temperature-independent and temperature-dependent factors in the transmission coefficient,

T T are quasithermodynamic parameters, their temperature

dependences are given by the usual formulas

AsT=A SS Io+f T AS p /T) dT (13)

and
0 0 T 0

ASHT = A SH + o SCP dT (14)

0
where ASC is the temperature-dependent substantial heat capacity of activation. The parameters

S0

A 0 and An H T are purely phenomenological; however, because of their definition in eqs. (11)

and (12), their temperature dependences can also be obtained from a single heat capacity analog

A nC 0 given by expressions analogous to eqs. (13) and (14). In this case the nonsubstantial heat

capacity cannot be given the physical interpretation of the change in heat capacity of the molecular

complex as it proceeds from reactants to the transition state, but it will be useful for providing a

compact representation of the temperature dependence of both A nS 0 and AnH 0

Estimates of the nonsubstantial activation parameters can be combined with estimates of the

quasithermnodynamic activation parameters to yield more accurate rate constants. In order to

estimate the nonsubstantial contributions in the general case it is useful to have some experience

with their magnitude. In the present article we consider five reactions for which variational

4
-. 4
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transition state theory calculations 8 15 with transmission coefficients to account for quantal effects

on the reaction coordinate motion provide rate constants in good agreement with
S

experiment,13 ,16 27 and we analyze the theoretical rate constants to obtain values for An T'
0 0 H0. eAnH T Ass T and As T The reactions considered are

H+H 2 - H2 +H (R1)

D + H-- HD + H (R2)

H + D -HD + D (R3)

O(3p) + H, -4 OH + H (R4)

and

OH + H-- H,0 + H (R5)

In these cases the largest contributions to the nonsubstantial activation parameters are due to

tunneling.

2. Theory

We consider two factorizations of the total variational transition state theory rate constant.

The first allows a quantitative assessment of the improvement over conventional transition state

theory obtained by including the effects of variationally locating the transition state and the effects

of quantum mechanical tunneling. This factorization is based upon the improved canonical

variational theory 10) (ICVT) rate constant kICVT(T) with a semiclassical transmission

coefficient 10 '1 ,28 "31 Ktun(T) that accounts for quantal effects (tunneling and nonclassical

retlection) on reaction coordinate motion

k(T) KtunI(T) kIC'T(T) (15)

L
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1,4

tun(T) War(T) k*(T) (16)

where Kar(T) is defined by

Kxar(T) = k]CVT(T)/k*(T) (17)

Both Kvar(T) and Ktun(T) are parametrized as in eq. (10) leading to

AS 0 = A A 0 0
a T tuns T + A varST + A ST (18)

%*

0 0 0 0
AalT =A tunHT + A VarlIT + A#H T  (19)

where AS and A *H are given by eqs. (6) and (7) and represent the substantial contributionsTT

and A T AtH , A S T and AvarHT represent nonsubstantial contributions.

The second factorization attempts to maximize the substantial contributions to the enthalpy

and entropy while minimizing the nonsubstantial contributions by basing the substantial part on a

single temperature-independent transition state located at the maximum of the adiabatic ground-state

potential curve 10 s (the variational transition state at OK) instead of the conventional transition

state at the saddle point. We write

kICVT(T) = Kheml(T) kGTST(T,s A) (20)

where Kthcrmn(T) accounts for finite-temperature deviations due to the temperature dependence of

the improved canonical variational transition state. Analysis of kGTST(T,sAG) by eq. (9) yields

A S and As f 0 and analysis of eqs. (15) and (20) yields
ST

0 0) 0
.AnS =A S +A S (21)

"nT tun T thcrm T

I4
6
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0 0 0
A 1 71 T =A A l1 T A 1.. rni H T|(22)

In all cases we used ab initio potential energy surfaces, namely the surface of Liu,

Siegbahn, one of the authors, and I Iorowitz 32- 3 4 for reactions (R1)-(R3), a surface called M2, 12

based on the modified 35 polarization configuration interaction calculations of Walch et. a/. 36-38 for

reaction (R4), and the Walch-Dunning-Schatz-Elgersma surface 39,40 for reaction (R5).

For reaction (RI)-(R4), Ktn (T) is approximated by the least-action ground-state (LAG)

method. 3 1 In these cases all geometries along the minimum energy paths are collinear, stretching

anharInonicit' is included by the WKB approximation 4 1 for the ground state and the Morse I

approximation 4 2 for excited states, and bending anharmonicity is included by a quadratic-quartic

approximation.4 3 44 For reaction (R5), Ktun(T) is approximated by the small-curvature
semiclassical adiabatic ground-state (SCSAG) approximation. 14 ,28-31 For this reaction all

geometries along the minimum energy path are coplanar, anharmonicity is included by the

independent-normal-mode approximation 6' 14 by the Morse III approximation 14 for in-plane

vibrations and bv a quadratic-quartic approximation for out-of-plane bends.

3. Results and Discussion

Tables I-V show results of the factorization of the activation parameters into contributions

trom conventional TST, variational effects, and tunneling effects for the five reactions over a range

of temperatures from 200 to 1500K. Table VI summarizes the results of the factorization into

I'uhstantial and nonsubstantial contributions at four selected temperatures for all five reactions. The

finite-temperature deviations of the VTST contributions from their substantial part are also shown

1.)r rCferce. 'Table VII provides a compact presentation of the substantial and nonsubstantial

.c mhribut Orn to the activation parameters for the five reactions in terms of the heat capacities of

act i,.ation.
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The nonsubstantial contributions (primarily from tunneling) to both the enthalpy and

entropy of activation are seen to be quite large. For the systems studied here the classical barriers

are fairly high (9.8 kcal/mol for H1 + H-., and isotopic analogs, 12.6 kcal/mol for 0 + 1t2, and 6.1

kcal/mol for 011 + It-,) which favors locating the variational dividing surface close to the saddle

point. Therefore, the variational contributions to the enthalpy and entropy of activation are in

general small; they are largest for the reaction with the smallest barrier, OH + H2, where they

contribute up to 0.5 kcal/tool to AvarH T and 3 cal molK 1 to A T T The high barriers also

lead to considerable tunneling at low temperatures. This is reflected in the large contributions to

the enthalpies and entropies of activation at temperatures from about 600K and below. Tunneling

effectively lowers the threshold for reaction below the classical threshold, and therebv makes a

negative contribution to the enthalpy of activation. Thus, since tunneling decreases with increasing

temperature, AtunHT also increases (becomes less negative). We see a similar trend for the

0
entropy of activation; A tun ST is consistently less than zero but decreases in magnitude for

increasing temperature.

Table VI shows that most of the effect of variationally optimizing the location of the

transition state dividing surface at each temperature can be obtained by placing the transition state

dividing surface at a single temperature-independent location - the maximum of the ground state

adiabatic curve (s=s"G). A measure of the importance of placing the dividing surface at a location
A , 0 0

different than sAG is provided by A therm ST and A thermH T which are both small - these

quantities vary from -0.1 to C.0 cal mol[K-' and from -0.1 to 0.1 kcal/mol, respectively, for all

five reactions from 200 to 1500K. The effect of the variational contributions in Tables I-V are

approximately combined with the TST contributions to give the substantial contributions in Table

VI ST A HT + A varl t t ) and the nonsubstantial contributions are dominated by the

ctraCing contributions.
ha T% monotonically decreases with

-increasing temperature for all reactions. From eq. (6)1 we see that if lnk(T) varies linearly with

[U/ then \ ()T will decrease with temperature from the -2RT term. At the low temperature the

Tx

0 k

...-



decrease is approximately equal to -2RT' but at higher temperatures the curvature of lnk*(T)

becomes larger and A X1 I decreases less rapidly. Because the variational contribution are small

this trend is also reflected in the substantial enthalpv of activation seen in Table V1. Also, as noted

above, the nonsubstantial contributions have the same trends as the tunneling contributions.

Because tunneling is so important at the lower temperatures, the total enthalpy of activation

(substantial plus nonsubstantial) increases with increasing temperature for all five reactions at the

loVest few temperatures. For all systems except OH + H, this trend reverses at higher T so that the

total enthalpy of activation does not have a monotonic dependence on the temperature.

These trends are also exhibited in the heat capacities shown in Table VII. We see that for

all five reactions the substantlai contributions to the heat capacity of activation are negative and the

nonsubstantial contributions are positive. At low temperatures (T<400 K) the magnitude of the
0

nonsubstantial contributions to AC are larger than those of the substantial contributions, leading
P

0 0
to a net Increase in both Aas T and Aatt T for increasing temperature. For all reactions except the

0ff + i-, reaction the magnitude of the substantial contributions to ACp becomes larger atZO P

temperatures above 600 K, and both AS T and Aa[| () decrease with further increases in T.

It i, typical to write the rate constant in Arrhenius form

kv() = AT e [- 1,l (T) / k BT (23)

and expre,, the Arrhenius parameters in terms of the enthalpy and entropy of activation. From the

TA1man defitlmm .,, of the activation energy we obtain

' ti (IT = Alti;. + \llIT + 2RT (24)

'11d using cqs. I8)-(I 1 ). (23). and (24) we obtain

( k B T ) i A T T +
""In ..\ .i =  hPo + (25in, Il L h R -+ R(25)

I (,r all ti\ c reactions studied here, the substantial contributions to the activation energy' are nearly

o'ia',int at hm temperat Lire, changing by less than 0.2 kcal/mol from 200 to 4()() K. I lomever,

=h" bc ,vc of the importance oft tLinn11t at low temperat tire the total activation energies are greatly

dc rca ,cd at thce lower temperature - hy as mtuch as 5.7 kcal/mol at 2(g) K for the () + II.,

d 9
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reactim - and the activation energy changes significantly over the entire temperature range. For

examplc. the activation energy for the 0 + H-, reaction is 4.8, 6.4, 8.2, 9.9, 11.6, and 13.3

kcal/mol at 200, 3100, 400, 600, 100, and 150(0 K. Similarlv, the change in the entropy of

activation ,, ith temperature and the explicit temperature dependence in eq. (25) lead to a change in

AT for this reaction of 4 orders of magznitude from 200 to 1500 K.

Usin, estimates of the contributions to the conventional TS'U entropy of activation based on

group additivity relationships, Benson 3 has approximated the Arrhenius A factor for the H + D,
0

reaction, an estimate for A, () of -18.7 cal mollK 1 yielded A()O = 10- • rmolecule s

The estimate of AS is slightly higher than our computed value of -20.6 cal mol-IK 1 but
neglects the contribution of-3.2 cal molK "- 1 from tunneling. Combining the substantial and

nonsubstantial contributions vields our computed value of A = 1010-g9 cm 3nmolecule s . Our!F

results show that tunneling contributions can change the Arrhenius A factor by over an order of

magnitude at low temperatures. Benson's estimate of the Arrhenius A factor at 300K is in better

agreement with our computed value at 1000K (10 9 .6cm3molecule 1s-1 ), where tunneling

co ntribuLtions are less than 30%.

4. Coiclusions

A new partitioning of the phenomenological enthalpy and entropy ot activation into

ILis i thermodynamic and nonquasithermodvnamic contribiit ions has been presented. The former

'are obtained from the properties of a single temperature-independent transition state (a ",,ubstance")

and are called substantial contributions. The nonquasithemiodvnamic contributions are obtained

e from more global properties of the potential energy surface (including the dependence of the

variational transition state on temperature and(1 quantun mechanical tunneling effects) and are called

InOnsubstantial contributions. An analysis of these contributions has been performed on five

reactions for w hich the potential energy surface is known to give computed rate constants in

excellent agreement "'ith experiment. This analy,,is shows that the nonsubstantial contributions

I(
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can be very significant, for example, for the OH + H, reaction the substantial and nonsubstantial

contributions to tile enthalpy of activation at 30 K are 4.8 and -3.8 kcal/mol, respectively, and for

the 0 + 11 reaction the substantial and nonsubstantial contributions to the entropy of activation at

3(0 K are -20.9 and -8.9 cal mol-IK - 1, respectively, for a standard state of I atm.

All the reactions studied here are hydrogen (or deuterium) atom transfer reactions with

fairlv high barriers. For these reactions the nonsubstantial contributions are predominantly from

-M Iuantum mechanical tunneling and the effect of variationally optimizing the location of the

transition state dividing surface is small. For reactions with smaller barriers we expect the effect of

cl"quantum mechanical tunneling to be smaller, but for those reactions the effects of variationally

locating the dividing surface will become more important especially at higher temperatures.4 8 , 9 It

is therefore expected that the nonsubstantial contributions will be significant for a wide range of

,.a-phase chemical reactions.

The temperature dependence of the quasithermodynamic (substantial) contributions to both

the enthalpy and entropy of activation can be expressed in terms of a single temperature-dependent

substantial heat capacity of activation. Because of the definitions of the nonquasithermodvnamic
n-nmsubstantiafl) contributions they can also be expressed in terms of a single temperature-

" dependent nonsubstantial heat capacity of activation. This allows the enthalpy and entropy of

activation to be compactly tabulated in terms of their values at a single temperature (e.g., room

tcmpcra uret and the temperature dependence given by the heat capac!iy of activation at several

tcmperatures. This provides the basis for establishing a semiempirical data base with includes

imp ,riant variational and tunneling effects in a themiochemical kinetic model.
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Table 1. Activation parameters for the reaction 11 + 11 --4 11, + 11 on the LSTI 1 potential energy

surface. (Enthalpies in units of kcal mol" , entropies in units of ,al mol-I K-1, standard state is I

atll.)

TK All0  A 11I A I 1 S A A A

T T var T tl T " T var T tun T

200 8.3 0.0 -4.() -17.8 0.0 -10.2

Vi 300 7.8 0.0 -2.6 -19.6 0.0 -4.4

400 7.5 0.0 -1.9 -20.7 0.0 -2.3

-' 600 6.9 0.0 -1.2 -21.8 0.0 -0.9
V.-

1000 6.3 0.0 -0.7 -22.6 0.0 -0.3

1500 6.0 0.0 -0.5 -22.9 0.0 -0.1

Table 11. Activation parameters for the reaction D + H,, - DIt + 11 on the LSTH potential energy

smortace. ('n thailpies in units of kcal iol"1, entropies in units of cal mol"1 K-1 , standard state is 1

~attn.)

- 00 0 0
T, K A If A H A H A S A S A SX T var T tun T m T var Tu T

I• 200() 7.8 0.1 -3.5 -18.3 0.0 -9.1

300 7.3 0.1 -2.2 -20.1 0.0 -3.9

400 7.0 0.1 -1.6 -21.2 0.0 -2.1

600 6.5 .1 - 1.0 -22.2 0.0 -0.8

,10( 6.) 0.0 -0.6 -22.8 -0. 1 -0.2

150(1 5.7 -0.1 -0.4 -23.1 -0.2 -0.1

I0
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Table Ill. Activation parameters for tie reaction 11 + D-, --) I D + D on the LST1l potential energy

surface. (Enthalpies in units of kcal iool - 1 , entropies in units of cal mol 1 K 1 , standard state is I

*"- 'atm .)

00 0 00
, T,K A -T AvarHT A "In I A ST AvarST Atun T

200 9.0 0.1 -3.2 -1 8.9 0.0 -9.7

300 8.6 0.1 -1.7 -20.5 0.0 -3.2

4(X) 8.3 0.1 - 1.0 -21.4 0.0 -1.4

600 7.9 0. 1 -0.6 -22.2 0.0 -0.5

1000 7.5 0.0 -0.3 -22.8 -0. 1 -0.2

S1500 7.0 -0.1 -0.2 -23.2 -0. 1 -0. 1

V -.-

- .Table IV. .cti, aton parameters for the reaction O 3p) + 11- -- 011 + 1 Ion the M2 potential

enery nUri a,:e. Enthalpies in units of kcal mol- 1 , entropies in units of cal mol 1 K- 1, standard

,,tate is I atm .

T, K Ail var t I A I A A vr Sa-'. T TtunT .ST T AunST

- 200 9.5 0.2 -5.7 -19.6 0.0 -14.8

0 3(X) 9.2 0.2 -4.2 -20.9 0.0 -8.9

400 8.9 0.2 -2.5 -21.7 0.0 -3.9

6() 8.6 -1.1 -22.4 -0.1 -1.1

100() 8.2 0.0 -0.6 -. 9 -0.3 -0.3

S1500 7.9 -0.3 -0.3 -23.1 -0.5 -0.1
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.Ttc V t, n paraweters for the reaction Oil + 11, --4 H2O + H on the LSTH potential

cfler2'., ,ur C 11 tithaispi ns in units of kcal mol1 , entropies in units of cal molI K- 1, standard

00 0 0
m T\, ." A S TA S T A S T
t T XT var T tunST

".4 -4.4 -21.6 0.1 -10.1

3 --5 0.2 -5.2

-2 .-2.5 0.3 -3.0

, 4 -1.7 -25.4 0.2 -1.4

,, ) 3 -1.0 -25.6 0.0 -0.5

4 F,0.1 -0.7 -25.5 -0.1 -0.2
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Table VI. Activation parameters for five reactions. (Enthalpies in units of kcal mo1- 1, entropies in

units of cal ool1 K-l , standard state is I atm.)

Reactions

T,K t1+H2 D+H, f I+D2, O+H, OH+Ht

A slT 200 8.3 7.8 9.1 9.7 5.3S5.3

300 7.8 7.4 8.7 9.4 4.8
400 7.5 7.0 8.4 9.1 4.4

1500 6.0 5.6 7.0 7.8 3.8

An H 200 -4.0 -3.5 -3.2 -5.7 -4.4
T

300 -2.6 -2.2 -1.7 -4.2 -3.2
400 -1.9 -1.6 -1.0 -2.5 -2.5

1500 -0.5 -0.5 -0.2 -0.5 -0.7

A H 200 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
thernm T-

300 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
400 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1500 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0

A S 200 -17.8 -18.3 -18.9 -19.6 -21.4
T

300 -19.6 -20.1 -20.5 -20.9 -23.3
400 -20.7 -21.1 -21.4 -21.7 -24.2

1500 -22.9 -23.2 -23.3 -23.6 -25.5

Ails T 200 -10.2 -9.1 -9.7 -14.8 -10.1

300 -4.4 -3.9 -3.2 -8.9 -5.2
400 -2.3 -2.0 -1.4 -3.9 -3.1

1500 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3

\ S 200 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
therin T

4 300 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
400 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

- 1500 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1
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